Do not think youth has no force because he
cannot speak to you and me. Hark! In the next
room, who spoke so clear and emphatic? Good
Heaven! it is he! It is that very lump of
bashfulness and phlegm which for weeks has
done nothing but eat when you were by. It seems
he knows how to speak to his contemporaries. "
—Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self Reliance
"
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Visibility top priority for future ASUPS President and Vice-President
(JBy Kathanne Dvorak

people
Amidst campaign promises of
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ments we have to move ASUPS
outside."
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creasing student respect from the
administration, aprimary concern
of both Werts and Edwards is
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Associate professor discusses tenure denial
Kalikoff examines feminism, tenure, and the administration
By Steve Zaro

work, but that isn't the only work
I do.

Staff Writer

In a phone interview conducted
Tuesday evening, associate professor Beth Kalikoff elaborated
on some of the issues she discusses in her guest editorial (in
theopinions section). The following is that conversation.
What are your views on fend nism?

I think itis a legitimate ideological viewpoint. It's like any ideology in that it isn't monolithic. It's
not one rigid extremist thing.
Equal rights for women and other
gender issues take many forms political activism and theoretical
for example. There is a range of
viewpoints. One person's radical
is another person's timid. I think
I'm very moderate. I do feminist

.,

uu

into office with a pre-set list of
goals and objectives. As part of
their transition they are meeting
with both Goldberg and
ASUPS visibility. With Goldberg
McManamna to formulate speand McManamna relinquishing
cific goals that are both realistic
the reigns, the new officers are
burdened with the furthering of. and attainable.
"I don't think anyone should
their advances.
come into this type of office with
"Zach and Mike have done a
a set agenda to attack. We are here
good job in getting ASUPS ready
to serve a lot of students, not just
internally, so that it is better
personal concerns," Werts said.
equipped to represent the stu"An initial part ofourjob is talkdents," Werts said. "But now in
ing with the students so that we
order to procure their accomplishcan become familiar with them
and are able to address their
needs."
I
To begin their pursuit ofa more
I visibleandaccessible studentgov_____ emment,Wertsandlidwards' first
priority is to step outside of their
offices and hear firsthand what is
on the mind of the student body,
which they explain will be done
by attending club and organiza______ tion meetings to detcllkAAne what
the students want, need, and expact from student government.
______
However, in order foranyone to
increase notonly the power of the
student voice, but also the power
Chuck Edwards was elected ASUPS Vice-President.

The work begins early for newly
elected ASUPS President Jason
Werts and Vice President Chuck
Edwards. With barely a night to
celebrate, Werts and Edwards
have already begun preparing for
their roles as the next leaders of
the student body.
Werts and Edwards are counted
on to remember not only their
campaign promises, but also why
they were elected in the firstplace:
to be the voice and the action
behind a constituency of over 2700

-

Do you think these views aJ
fected your tenure decision—or
was ityourallempts to help sexu ally harassed students?

I don't think they are separable.
Sometimes my colleagues have
criticized students we shared for
expressing feminist views in their
classroom. I think that people
who have ambivalence towards
feminism get panicky about
groups of feminists. And in an
atmosphere when feminism is
seen as threatening and "male
bashing," a sexual harassment
complaint will be incendiary. The
dynamics ofcollegiality are more
complex than male and female.
Do you think tenure decisions
on smaller campuses affect the
campuscornmunitymore than at

a large institution?

I think I would have received
tenure at a large institution. The
larger institutions don't worry so
much about other things. They
are more concerned with research,
publication, and teaching.
Did the Faculty Advancement
Conunl.tteetellyou whyyou were
denied tenure?

There were many reasons provided in the evaluation summary
ofthe letters from my department
colleagues. TheFaculty Advancement Committee did not cite an
individual reason. All of the rcasons seemed to cohere to the third
category [personal and professional characteristics clause] the mostgeneral category of evaluation.
see KALIKOFF page 4

The Summer Session bulletin claims that summer classes are
taught by "oustanding Puget Soundfaculty." However, one of
thefacuily members listed as teaching a summer class is Laura
Laffrado, who was recently denied tenure. Why are "outstanding"
faculty members denied tenure?

STION OF THE WEEK

Jason Werts was elected ASUPS President in Tuesday's election.

of the student government, one
must tackle the administrative
bureaucracy. During his campaign
Werts asserted his intention of
increasing student respect from
the administration and believes
the first step is communication on
an informal one to one basis.
'me first step is meeting with
theadministration and seeing what
they expect from the student body
as well as ASUPS, and determining how cooperative they are going to be," Werts said. "I think
that ifwe show the administration
that we are willing to cooperate

with them if they will cooperate
with us, student concerns won ' t
be shut out. We need a direct line
to the administration so that we
can make them aware of the concerns of the students. And then we
need to ask how the administration is going toaddress these conceiiis."
Edwards asserted that dealing
with the administration directly
relates to visibility.
"Both ofus have to be out them,
listening to the students, and then
see ASUPS page 4

University receives anonymous donation
to fund new staff position
iBy Sarah Hynes
Staff Writer

University President Susan
Pierce announced on February 23
the receipt of an anonymous donation to fund a one-year staff
position to promote diversity at
Puget Sound.
"An anonymous donor [who] is
enthusiastic about my goals for
the University has agreed for one
year to fund a staff position at the
University to help us put this [pasition] together," said Pierce.
At the donor's request, the actual dollar amount of the contribution will remain confidential.
Since President Pierce arrived
at Puget Sound, one of her main
goals has been to diversify the
campus and to make the Univer sity ofPuget Sound accessible to
minority and fmancially underprivileged students from the Se-

;

,

attle/Facoma area The receipt of
the donation launched the realizatiOn of that goal.
According to Dean of Students
David Dodson, who is helping to
create the job description for the
new position, the staff member
will primarily work to recruitmore
minority students for admission,
to link up with the community to
procure essential finding, to act
as a mentor to students of color
once they arrive at Puget Sound,
and to help educate faculty, staff
and students to be more sensitive
to minority students' issues.
Dodson says a major concern
raised by minority students at the
University is the difficulty of corning from a high school that has
30% ormore minority students to
a university where only 11% of
the population is of color.
see DONATION page 4
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Clinton must campaign for budget
as hard as he ran for office

Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
On Wednesday night, February 17,President Clinton, in his first presidential address to Congress, outlined a bold economic
plan to cure the nation's
economic troubles by reducing the deficit by half
the m
over four years.
,,
While his objective is
ICC
correct and the plan he
proposes is reasonable,
President Clinton still has
'
a considerable amount of
I
political maneuvering left
to do before his programs
with hi
are not ravaged, dissince II
missed, or both by the
hands of Congress.
also U
With an economic program thatcalls fornearly
of the
$500 billion (499 to be
exact) in tax increasesand
pe
government spending
cuts, Bill Clinton displayed the first serious attempt by any President in history to tackle
the federal deficit.
By breaking andbending campaign promises and proposing always unpopular tax
increases that will affect everyone, President Clinton showed great devotion to the

If CIinto

deficit problem, which he mostly ignored
throughout his campaign. This, however,
is not a bad sign.
Deficit reduction should take precedence
over some of Clinton's inconsequential campaign promises (middle class tax breaks
and so on). Even deficithawk/former Mass.
Senalor/fonnerClintonrival,Paul Tsongas,
praised Clinton's plan to attack the deficit,
saying, "I think it's astonishing. This is not
the same Bill Clinton that I campaigned
against, and I think that it's a very healthy
revolution." However, Senator Tsongas
went on to remark that "this is probably a
much better plan than what he's likely to
get through Congress." The latter part of
Tsongas' statement makes clear why deficit reduction is still seen as highly improbable. Congress, like a
t'flflhlAtI

infant

Cflfl_

trolitseff. There isagame
I
in Congress where each
an unite
congressperson tries to
rity 07
get as much federal
money alloted for his/her
b e'
districtashe/shecan. This
is commonly referred to
as pork-barrel spending.
Each congressperson's
omply
desire to load up the budget plan with federal
spending designed for
would
their own districts makes
saving money for reducwisHes
ing the deficit a task of
Herculean proportions.
ierican
This is one of the reasons
that in the years followl
ing the last four tax in____________ creases (1982, 1984,
1987, 1990) the deficit
increased. On Capitol Hill, money is like
candy, and congresspersons are like children with an appetite for self indulgence.
However, if President Clinton continues
to act like Clinton the campaigner, he might
pull out a tight victory in the battle to
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PEN FORUMS
AND EVENTS
for the week of February 25-March 4

Visiting Professor Derrick Bell from NewYork University
Law School speaks about his new book, entitled Faces at the
Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism, on Thursday,
February 25 at 8 pm in Kllworth Chapel.
Johns Hopkins University Professor of Sociology Christopher
Chase-Dunn speaks at noon on Friday, February 26 in the
Rotunda. He will discuss "The Future of the World System."
His talk is sponsored by the political economy program.
Honors theses are ready for presentation! Hear students of
the Honors Program present topics such as "The Folklore of
Capitalism: How the Supreme Court Uses Property Myths to
Strike Down Affirmative Action" and "Discover the World of
Doing Business in India and the Saga of its Transition to a
Free Market" at various times throughout the semester, Call
Langlow for a schedule of presentations.

him Cos ess will
have

vishes,

e.

eliminate the deficit. Last Monday night
Clinton slyly reverted back to campaign
tactics as he addressed the American people
as a warmup to his speech to Congress. He
used Perot-like charts and graphs and campaign euphemisms (contribution = tax increase) to convince the American public
thathe is working with them and not against
them. Two separate po11s taken after each
speech showed that Clinton's tactics, for
the moment, seem to be working. The poll
afterMonday night's speech showed a62%
approval rating for Clinton's plan and another poll taken afterWednesday's address

approval rating.
Clinton's thinking seems simple. If he
can unite the majority ofAmericans behind
him, Congress will have to comply with his
wishes, since they would also be the wishes
of the American people. This is how Romid Reagan often worked. The American
voters should support Clinton's plan for a
long-overdue deficit reduction and force
theircongresspersons to commit themselves
to doing everything they can to reduce the
deficit If the Congress fails to do so, they
should be rewarded by beingremoved from
office next election year.

NS.--V

ASUPS Special Events presents...
The Annual Spring Formal:

LD?&S

Starlight Express
17 February through 24 February 1993
17 Feb.. 9:30 AM A Faculty member reported his vehicle was the victim of a hit and run
motor vehicle accident while it was parked in the lot near Thompson Hall.

Friday, February 26th
8 pm - Midnight

18 Feb., 8:45 AM A Staff member reported significant damage to her office door in the
Warner Gym. The door was severely cracked on the outside around the
knob.
19 Feb., 8:15 PM A Studentreported that a fronttire onhervehicle was maliciously slashed
and that ahubcap was stolen. Thevehicle was parked onNorth 13th Street
near Union Avenue when the damage occurred.
20 Feb., 6:15 AM The Tacoma Police Department, upon request from Security Staff, re
sponded to a complaint of a loud stereo on Union Ave. The Student
Suspect refused to cooperate with the Security Staff on numerous earlier
contacts.
20 Feb.. 3:40 PM A Visitor to the Fieldhouse reported a Suspect to Security who was
attempting to sell a VCR and Portable CD player during the volleyball
game. TacomaPolice responded and contacted the Suspect several blocks
off campus.

Union Station

Tacoma, WA
Tickets: $5.00 at the Info Center
Dance to the music of a LIVE Big Band and a D.J.!
Plus, enjoy catered refreshments and have your
picture taken by professional photographers!
The first 100 people to buy
their tickets recieve a free
commemorative
champagne glass!

21 Feb., 9:40 PM A Student reported that her vehicle was broken into while it was parked
nearNorth 18th and Lawrence Streets. There were no signs of forced entry
to the vehicle. Approximately 8 casseue tapes were stolen.
22 Feb.. 3:15 PM A non student suspect was arrested by Tacoma Police Officers in the
intersection ax North 13th and Lawrence Streets. The Suspect had been on
campus for several hours and was reported as acting strangely by a Staff
member and some Students. The Suspect became combative with Police
Officers during a routine interrogation.
Sub,ni#ed by TOJ4A. iladham, Director ofSecurity Services
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*Unjon Station is located at
1754 Pacific Avenue, Tacoma
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Attention Washington residents: Would you like more money for school?
Washington House Bill 1603 (College Promise) could help you!
IBy Lisa Mill, Paul Freed, Brenda
Freeman, and Joe Little
Staff Writers

State Higher Education Appropriations FY 1991,
in Millions of Dollars
Appropriations to Public
Institutions (972%).

TOTAL: $1.024 Billion

Student Aid (2.8%).
$28.8

The amount of Washington State Aid Is a small percent of UPS's total finances.
This bill would triple state aid to Washington students which could free up
more money for others also.

State Education Appropriations to UPS Students
in 1991
w11

the.

,w1

Af r
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Other: Tuition, Federal Aid,
Scholarships (95%).
tate (5%).

iily's equity on principle hoi

more students would be ehgibli
ivn

IflflnIIIA - t'llt_nft

more than half of the cost of attending
school.
*iddI e i ncome undergraduates
wOuld become eligible for financial aid
and Need Grant loans.

Currently Washington money goes almost exclusively to state-run schools.
This bill would increase aid to the student directly. Providing students attending private universities the opportunity to receive significantly more aid.

We got involved because wefelt this bill is something Washington State students could
really benefitfrom. Washington State Legislators are concerned and doing something
about uuiu educazionfor a change—so let's not let this opportunity slip by. We've
learned a lot and have enjoyed workingfor this bill sofar. We want to make sure UPS
students are aware of what is going on and have the opportunity to voice their concerns and
opinions.

N
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President wed on
Valentine's Day
L)By Sarah Hynes
Trail Society Columnist

If you've called the president's office
lately, you pmbably noticed something different; the secretary now answers, "President Pierce's office." No, TiPS doesn't
have another new president, Susan Resneck
Parr is now Susan Resneck Pierce. She was
married February 14th.
The Former Ms. Parr was wed to Kenneth
Pierce in a private ceremony held at Mr.
Pierce's daughter's home just outside of
Boston, Massachusetts.
Mr. Pierce earned both his BAandMBA
in History and Literature at Harvard University. He also helped establish the Harvard
Business School in Tehran, Iran. Mr. Pierce,
who is now retired, served as CEO of two
corporations in Portland, Oregon, where
the couple met.
The two will live in the President's House
on campus. They plan to honeymoon after
commencement.

Campus Music Network gears up for another great season
[lBy Sundown
Stage Hand

Stauffer

The Campus Music Network is heavy
with child. In addition to launching the
second half of its free live concert series,
the Network will soon be releasing a compilation tape of student bands.
Things are still more or less in the development stage. 'We just got the funding for
it last week," said Nabil Ayers, frontman
for the CMN. That funding came from
ASUPS' aptly named Innovations Fund.
"There will probably be five bands [on
the tape], with two songs each," said Ayers.
"We'll be going toareconling studio,so the
sound quality will be really good." This

will be the Daily Planet studio in Lakewood. Ayers continued, "We'll begin recording in thebeginning ofApril, and hopefully the tape will beoutby the end of April.
it will defmitely be available this semestee."
The biggest concern right now is recruiting bands to play. Ayers mentioned that the
tape will probably include performances
from the bands featured in last semesters'
CMN series, includingHen, theRiverbotrom
Nightmare Band, Spontaneous Funk
Whorehouse, and the Undecided. In addi-

tion, newly formedorreformed bands, such

"The tape will fie available to students for
no more than five dollars," said Ayers.
Ayers, who heads Spontaneous Funk
Whorehouse (which recently released their
first CD, Quilpee), mentioned the possibility ofa big concert to kick off the release of
the tape.
Meanwhile, the CMN is continuing its
concert series. Local campus bands will be
appearing weekly in the Pizza Cellar. This
week, Hen will give a show at 10 pm on
Thursday, and Spontaneous Funk
Whorehouse will play next week. Admis-

or may not appear on the compilation tape.

sion is free. So, if you're biologically
incapable of waiting for the tape, come and
be artistically fulfilled at the Cellar.

ASUPS from page 1

devote more effort to its marketing schemes.

college," saidPierce. •

we have to convey their concerns to'the
administration," Edwards said. "We are
going to expect a lot from our senators in
order to accomplish this."
Individual footwork and dedication to
studentconcerns is a necessity according to
Edwards. "It would be nice if we could
personally go around so that we hear for
ourselves what the students have to say," he
said. "But it is a difficult task to assimilate
what 2700 or so people feel."
Increasedstudentinvolveinentin ASUPSsponsored events was a concern that echoed in each of the candidates' campaigns
and an issue Werts and Edwards plan on
attacking. According toEdwards, the problem oflimitedstudentattendanceatASup5
functions is not that the programs are poor,
but rather poorly scheduled.
"About 40% of the campus is Greek, and
that needs to be taken into consideration,"
Edwards said. "Greeks have their own socml calendar, and when they have functions
every weekend, it's hard for ASUPS to
compete. There needs to be a serious attempt to block a weekend out of the Greek
social calendar so that ASUPS events can
take place."
However, withoutan ASUPS representsLive present at Greek social planning meetings, it is nearly impossible to coordinate
schedules. As a solution Werts would like
to either attend Greek planning meetings
himself, or send a representative from the
public relations office so that cooperative
schedules can be made.
Low attendance is also a result of poor
marketing. Edwards asserts that in order for
ASUPS to be more visible, it will have to

well,"Edwards said. "Even though I live on
campus, I don't always hear of events that
are going on. I think the ASUPS page in the
Trail is a good start in addressing this
problem but there needs to be more. Things
can be sentdirectly to students' mailboxes,
both on campus and offcampus. We have a
good public relations department, but I feel
it can be even more focused and better
directed in order to increase visibility."
Asjuniors, Werts and Edwards have witnessed both the power and lack of power
exerted by ASUPS. While in office, Werts
would like to test the strength of the student
voice, namely, the response the student
body receives from the administration and
faculty when a strong, unified forum is
present to convey student concerns.
"I think the strength of ASUPS has improved over the past year. However, I don't
think its actual power has ever been tested
orlooked at. In the past ASUPS hasn't been
confronted with the issues it's being faced
with now. So maybewe're the oneswho are
going to have to test it," Werts said.

position]. I cannot stress how important I
think this is," Pierce said. "This is also
allowing us time tobegin to talk to foundaLions and to corporations about other financml support for the University."
President Pierce hopes the new faculty
member will be able to act as a liaison
between the community, local schools and
the University "to form a partnership that
will build on the Academic Challenge program and the Push/Excel mentor program,
to try to be able to provide financial aid,
mentorships and internships for students
who could come to the University, who
would thrive here."
"While we have been making progress on
this, we really need to be able to have one
person take the lead for us," Pierce said.
Dodson expressed hope that once the p0sition is in place, ideally before next fall,
that it will become permanent as a result of
grants, donations and theincreased funding
it is expected to generate.
The current freshman and sophomore
classes at Puget Sound are composed of
15% minority students, while the junior
andseniorclassesambelow the University's
11 % average.
"The long-term strategy is to continue to
increase that average," Dodson said. He
stresses the importance ofutilizing the new
staff member to keep minority enrollment
numbers rising.
According to Dodson, the administration
is already beginning to look towards people
from area schools and organizations as candidates to fill the position. "We want someonewho isalready famiiarwith the Tacoma
community," he said.

as Crank and the Riverboat Ramblers may

DONATION from page 1
The hiree will also work in conjunction
with Professor David Scott's Academic
ChallengeProgram, inwhich7O area middle
school and high school students spend four
weeks of their summer at Puget Sound
studying math, science, computing and
writing.
"It's a program designed to encourage
talented minority students and other students to think about coming to the University ofPuget Sound, to think about going to

. ...

KALIKOFF from pagel
It's been said that President Pierce has
become part of the "old boy" network.
Should she be doing more for women's
rights on this campus considering her
position?
My tenure decision was made before she
arrived. She was not involved in the decision. She should be careful, aswe all should,
of substituting the right thing for the convenient. I think a woman president on a small
campus where three feminists have been
denied tenure in two years should be concerned. Perhaps she is.
Do you think theAdvancement Committee is an empty body that only does what
the Board of Trustees dictates?
No.1 think they are trying to make reasonable decisionSl, but when the University has
made career-length commitments to senior
faculty members in the department of a
teacher up for tenure, the Faculty Advancement Committee will fmd it hard to discount criticisms whether they are valid or
not. My department supported me but
enough criticism was raised that the
University's final decision was negative.
Were you disappointed that more professors did notspeak out in your defense?

Absolutely not. I was amazed and moved
at the support from male and female professors throughout the campus. Faculty membees from Classics, Psychology, Comparative Psychology, History, Foreign Languages, and elsewhere, wrote wonderfully
detailed letters in support of my teaching,
research, service and, "collegiality." It was
enspiriting to have such support after haymg read such toxic and bewildering criticism from my colleagues.
Why did it take you so long to speak out
on this issue? Did the school put pressure
on you to keep quiet?
The pressure was self-imposed. I didn't
want mycolleagues affectedby my fallout
My colleague Laura Laffrado was up for
tenure the following semester and I didn't
want her review to be unfairly influenced
by any ongoing discussion of my tenure
review. My spirit is not broken. This is a
topic I intend tocontinueto speakabout. No
untenured faculty member is safe if they
cannot courteously disagree with their colleagues without retaliation.
What can students do aboutan administration thatdoesn'tseem to listen to them?

I think to become more vocal andassist in
their views of teachers on campus. By expressing their views about good and bad
teacherswith amore hard-headed approach.
Students can write individual letters about
the performance of a teacher in a good or
bad class. They can direct their letters to the
chair ofthe particular department involved
and the Dean of the University. A letter
demands extra attention and response.
Knowing what you know now, would
you stilimakethesame decisions concerning your actions at this school?
Yes, I just would have left earlier. I
believed the catalog, too. I thought that
excellence in teaching was the University's
primary mission, and I think the University
does value good teaching, but good teaching is not paramount. The "collegiality"
clause is a toady clause which has the
power to make pleasing colleagues more
important than anything. I really believed
that if I did my job well that people would
rewardme forajob well done, whether they
liked me or not. I really liked working with
many people in theEnglish department and
in other departments across campus. I also
really enjoyed working with the students
here.
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Students witness death and decapitation in January Bombay riots
UBy Heidi Reichlin

Indian police had fired into a crowd of
rioters. By January 12, army units had
placed 15 areas of Bombay under curfew
and closed off entire sections of the city.
"I still get flashbacks," confessed
The Christian Science Monitor reported at
Douglass Flynn, a UPS junior, who, toleast 200 dead in Bombay.
gether with UPS senior Ravi Mantha, was
Indians in peaceful Goa warned Flynn
trapped for three frightening days in
and Mantha that the rioting had gotten
Bombay, India during the recent January
worse in Bombay, but the two students
riots.
needed to get back to UPS before school
"I knew about [the unrest in India] but!
began the 19th. They had witnessed a riot in
didn't worry about it," said Flynn. When he
Hyderabad, which Flynn described as 100
and Mantha landed in Bombay on Decempeople standing around yelling at each other,
ber 28,1992 they heard horror stories about
causing a momentary
the rioting. Nevertheless,
traffic delay; it hardly
hedidn'texpecttoencounprepared them for what
ter much trouble in Indiathey were about to expeat least nothing he couldn't
rience in Bombay.
handle. After all, said
It wa almost
"We were planning to
Flynn, "you usually see
_J
leave there on the 17th,"
iiK it wi is stagea.
more on the newscast than
Flynn explained. "We
in real life."
I
I
It thdn t even lOOK
tookabus up from Goato
Tempers flared and ten,
Bombay [that morning],
sions between Hindus and
v
rea,.... iC 'U ye seen
and we were going to
Muslims in India rose to
catch the plane out that
the breaking point after
;;
" I
ou;
'I
evening." The closedHindu militants destroyed
off sections of the city
a 16th Century Muslim
man times
forced them to arrive at
mosque in Ayodhya on
their hotel room via a
December 6.
I ooks like
•hM
I
%i..I
e
roundaboutroute. Aware
Flynn explained, "Musof the volatile nature of
lims make up the vast maa p upp et show.'
the city, they spent the
jority of the extremely poor
day safely in the Centaur
population." They receive
International Hotel.
a iot or daily verDal aDuse,
Flynn continued, "That
more than Hindus of the
evening we took a taxi from the hotel to the
same social status, since the majority (83%)
airport and on the way ... it was very strange
of Indians are Hindu. "The wealthy Musbecause for quite a ways it was very clear.
lims in Bombay used to be extremely powThere were no cars, which is really rare in
erful until the fundamentalistparty came to
India. It's always packed everywhere."
power. They pushed out the Muslim
"And then all of a sudden, there was a
mafia—organized crime to be sure—but
trafficback-up,"Flynn said,his voice changthey also protected the Muslim minority in
ing, becoming more subdued. "The
Bombay. Now there's more extreme viocmwds..this crowd! We were entering this
lence than before and this time it's governbigopen square ... and this crowd just started
ment-sponsored," said Flynn.
closing around the car. Huge crowd, thouUpon arriving in India, Flynn and Mantha
sands of people."
travelled through Hyderabad, Tirupati,
First,Flynn guessed thateither the crowds
Madras and Goa, smaller cities outside
were causedby the simple fact that there are
Bombay.
always crowds in plazas. Then he thought
On January 4, 1993 the Wall Street Jourthat he had encountered another riot, but
nal (WSJ) reported the intention of 40,000
one no worse than the riot they'd seen in
Muslims to march from Bangladesh into
Hyderabad. "We just figured it wasn't a
India to rebuild the mosque, but the
major one," Flynn admitted bluntly.
Bangladesh authorities succeeded in halt"We didn't think we'd be caught there for
ing them. January 6, the Bombay riots
more than half an hour." But suddenly,
began. January 10, the New York Times
"people started coming by, checking each
(NY?) reported smoke-darkened skies in
car, pulling people out of them, shoving
the Kalachowky area of central Bombay.
them back in...Our taxi driver started lookMuslims ignored the city-wide curfews and
ing around, like he wanted to go some place
police orders to shoot on sight. January 11,
really quickly."
theNYl'reportedthathundreds ofparamiliFlynn and Mantha looked up at the taxi on
tary commandos and Indian Army troops
the road in front of them. "They [Hindu
had been flown in to control the rioting.
rioters] had grabbed the driver out and, the
The same day, the WSJ reported that the

nextthing weknew they had ... sliced
his head... right off," Flynn whispered faintly.
"It was almost like it was staged.
It didn't even look real .... You've
seen it in movies so many times
that...it looks like a puppet show
and youjustdon'tbeieve thatsomebody just did that, that that ould
possibly happen ... and anyway, it
didn't hit me for quite a while, and
they pulled the lady out ofthe back•
seat and started yelling at her, then
put her back in the taxi and shut the
door," said Flynn.
"Then they came down to our taxi
and they pulled the driver out and
started screaming at him and he
started saying something back to
them. He was Hindu, so they let
him go. The other guy was Muslim. They didn't even look twice at
us because I was a Westerner, either Christian or something else
besides Muslim," said Flynn.
"So anyway we got back in the
taxi and the street got closed off so
we turned around and went back to
the hotel. The taxi driver was a A soldier guards a bank entrance in Hyde rabad.
mess and we weren't in good shape
either." Mantha and Flynn reported
apartment, opening the door, and killing
the incident and their situation to the police,
everybody inside. Rajeev said (which
and cancelled their flight.
American newspapers confirmed) thatmany
"We stayed there for fourdays I think,and
Hindu fundamentalistswem systematically
we did not leave the hotel," said Flynn.
annihilating all the Muslims they could
There were no flights out after they got
fmd.
bumped from their original flight because
Four days after Flynn and Mantha left
all the Muslims who could afford to were
India, the NYT estimated that six weeks of
leaving India fast. The two students waited
violence had leftnearly 3000 dead throughwhile the police arranged safe passage for
out India, including 500 in Bombay alone
Westerners and the wealthy to the airport
since January 6th. Flynn corrected them:
five miles away.
"Thepapers had reported 500 dead; the real
From the balcony, Flynn and Mantha
figures are probably more like 3300."
watched rioting in the streets. "We didn't
Mantha's uncle told him that the number
hear any gunshots. People don't have guns
dead
was at least 2500. (Mantha's uncle is
. in India.Peoplecarryaround six-inch knives
the
Deputy
Inspector General for the State
for general use, and of course they can use
and the second highest-ranking police offithem as weapons. A lot of people were
cml in India.) It was also general knowlstabbed to death. We also heard bizarre
edge among the people of Bombay that the
stories of people being stabbed to death
government-controlled paper was politiwith chair legs, or simply cudgled to death,"
cally motivated to underestimate the death
said Flynn.
toll. In addition, the numbers didn'tadd up.
While trapped in the hotel, they read the
Daily numbers ofdead reported were simpapers and watched T.V. "The best news
ply inconsistent with reported weekly toreports we got on the violence in India was
tals.
on STAR T.V., a BBC broadcast out of
On January 20, authorities fmally set
Hong Kong," said Flynn. "We checked
Flynn and Mantha up with a flight out of
[the news] once or twice a day. We tried to
India that connected through London to the
spendthe restof the time doing other things.
United States. "Connections helped," Flynn
When we were at the hotel, we ate some
admits, "but they were extremely helpful to
really nice lunches about four times a day."
us before Ravi called [his uncle], because
Flynn also gathered information from a
we were Westerners."
high castellindu namedRajeev, who sought
"Thelndiangovernmentgaveusall kinds
refuge in the hotel because he feared being
of special treatment," said Flynn. 'When
mistaken fora Muslim. "The fundamentalwe went to the airport we were taken under
ists don't necessarily hate Muslims, they
military escort through the crowds to the
hate them being in India when there is
airport." Armed police surrounded them to
Pakistan, which is supposed to be Muslim
protect them, clearing roads and sectioning
India. They hate the idea that Muslims run
offentire regions ofthe city. Guards at the
Pakistan and the Hindus aren't given rights
airport kept people away as they boarded
there; but in India the Muslims live there
their flight
and are given all the rights they want,"
While the memories of Flynn's experiFlynn explained.
ences in Bombay continue to haunt him,
Since Muslims do not differ in appearthey haven't frightened him away from
ance from Hindus, one of the ways Hindu
risky travel. Flynn had been through newsfundamentalists determined the religion of
worthy experiences before. He had been
a person was by asking them to drop their
travelling in Germany when theBerlin Wall
pants to see if they were circumsized in the
came down and an Iranian bomb threat
Muslim fashion. "Rajeev was circumsized,
directed at his Easter weekend flight out of
as he was from a very Western Hindu
Rome endangered his life in 1989.
family. If he were asked in thestreettodrop
"Neither of us told our families what
his pants, they would say he was Muslim."
happened
[in India] because [Ravi] doesn't
Flynn added, "He also knew that Muslim
want them to worry about him travelling,
retaliation was comingany day. Ninety-six
and I'm taldng a trip to Russia this summer.
percent of the violence was being perpeI'll be coming real close to Serbia, and so I
tinted by the Hindus."
don't want my parents to worry. We had
In illustration, Rajeev told of Hindus gojust
called them up and told them that we
ing into the apartmentbuildings of wealthy
Ravi Mantha and Doug Flynn stand at the Hyderabad Old Fort over the cobra nest. Muslims living near his house, finding
had missed our flight and that we were
going to be a little late getting home."
Muslim names on mailboxes, going to the
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American flicks are so mediocre, the academy nominates foreign films
JBy Jennifer Wong
Layout Editor
A great deal has been said about change in
this country recently. But with the Oscar
nominations announced last Wednesday, it
is clear that Americans are looking for
change in more than politics and economics: they want better movies.
In fact, Hollywood movies were so bad in
1992 that two non-American movies actually got the recognition they deserve.
Howards End received nine nominations,
and The Crying Game received six.
These two films outdistance their American contenders in quality, class, and meaning so far that it is difficult to mention the
other Best Picture nominees without laughing. But here they are: A Few Good Men,
Unforgiven, and Scent of a Woman. That's
right. Scent of a Woman.
I have talked with several people who
really liked Scent of a Woman. I found it
enjoyable for the most part, and mildly
amusing in places. But that court scene at
the end should have immediately disqualified the film from Best Picture nomination.
Asinine is the best word I can think of to
apply to that part of the movie, along with
implausible, ridiculous, melodramatic, and
just plain idiotic. And way too long. I'm
not saying that Scent of a Woman is a bad
film; I'm saying that it does not deserve a
Best Picture nomination. I guess that Al
Pacino's performance does merit a Best

Actor nomination, just for having to act
with that brainless kid for so long.
When I went to see Unforgiven last summer, it was on the strength of good reviews
from critics. I could not imagine what
would be so outstanding about a Western.
Having seen the film, I still don't understand what the big deal is. The story goes
something like this: Clint Eastwood's
character's wife has died. She had reformed him from his
lifestyle of alcoholism and senseless
Americans dc
killing, and he has
now devoted his life
see the sam
to raising his kids.
same old a
But Eastwood's
friends save him
mor
from this dire fate.
They talk him into
leaving his two young children alone in the
desert so that he can go off in search of a
villain who cut the face of a whore. A
reward of $1000, or some other large sum,
is also at stake. The high point in this film
is when Eastwood takes a drink and then
shoots everyone in a bar. Talk about family
values! lam surprised that the conservative
right groups in this country have not banned
Unforgiven. The only reason lean think of
that this movie got nominated for Best
Picture is that members of the Academy
nominating committee got nostalgic for old
Westerns. The film does have good
cinemalograpy, music, etc., but it just is

A Marxist Restaurant Review..

Sports is the opiate of the people.I
The Ram American Grill
By Sara Freeman
Editor

Saturday night, I enteredMiddle America
(this is not supposed to be an entirely condescending term since I come from a place
that hasn't even that much inherent calture.) Actually, I entered a place where
people have middle-class taste and way too
much money to spend on a Saturday night.
I entered the Ram American Grill. No one
had warned me before I entered this green
and gold playland that "The Ram" was a
sports bar. As I gazed around the interior
and caught sight ofat least nine huge T.V.s
and an extra big screen version all tuned to
the Sonics game, I realized quite clearly
that professional sports have come to replace religion in our culture.
The evening started out an experiment in
existential atheism. We walked in the door
ofTheRam straightinto WairingforGodot.
It seems that when a game is on those
endlessly blaring T.V.s people come for
dinnerand stay long aftertheir food is gone,
sucking on their last ice cubes and ogling
the game. This means it is almost impossible to be seated if you arrive half-way
through the game. Youwaitan inordinately
long time, considering the size of the restaurant. And the hostess never comes. We
wandered around muttering "nothing to be
done" and took off our shoes several times.
Instead of running into Potso and Lucky,
however, we were graced with the spectacle of a seif-syled hip-hop man and his
terminallyboredgirlfriend. The girlfriend's
bangs were twice the height ofher forehead
(didn't this go out my freshman year of high
school?) and she wore the tightesthody suit
I've ever seen. So much bosom and yet so
bored. In the depth of our despair, waiting
for the waitress, we took to counting the
clumps ofoverspruced single people entering the bar. Three is the optimum number.
This thnitarian symbolism led us straight
from the absurdist waiting room into the
restaurant which was a bizarre mixture of
Christian mysticism and Roman gore.
Sounds like a Eucharist. Or fun in the CoW
scum murdering Christians. Anyway, they

both concern meals. And so does the Ram.
But I digress.
We ate meat. Itwas hearty and all-Amencan. I had steak (thick andjuicy) and he had
baby back ribs. Some would say we were
co-opted by the dominant culture. But the
food was good. Well done, I say. It was
Renée our waitress who resembled a confused acolyte. She couldn't get all her condiments in the right place for the evening
mass. Ali, well, mixed metaphors.
Meanwhile, the baskethall game raged
on. This is where the real religious fervor
was. There was a reverence of attention
directed toward the television screens that!
have never seen directed toward anything
intellectual by such a common group of
people in my life. Their eyes were glued to
the motion as if their salvation depended
upon it.
Then, when a point was scored or some
amazing turnover occured the entire restaurant would explode into cheers and yells.
Meanwhile, I hid under the table. The patmns of the restaurant were rapt. It was as if
this hour or two of excitement watching
athletes run up and down the court was
going to lift them beyond the mundane
routine oftheir life. Life would have meaning if the Sonics won. What's worse is the
Ram caters to it. By going there to eat
dinner while they participate in this escapist modem ritual of sports, they felt as if
they were participating in some sort of
community culture that is not found watching a T.V. in your own living room. They
were wrong.
I'm not saying that there is no 'community' among sports-watching, dinner-eating, bar-hopping people, but it is a community ruled by a mob mindset that does not
require them to think or connect. They just
need to know when to yell in unison. As I
looked around the restaurant, I saw no conversations happening. None of the pleasantnies ofeating dinnerout and talking with
your companions occurred.
In all, the food was decent but not good
enough to justify the atmosphere. Fin
more authentic place to spend
end.

not, in my opinion, Best Picture material.
A Few Good Men is a typical, predictable
courtroom drama. Just because Tom Cruise
did not mutilate the film with his usual
Navy-officer-living-in-the-shadow-of-hisfather role does not automatically mean
that the film deserves a Best Picture nomination.
There are some Hollywood movies that
deserve Best Picture nominations far more
than Unforgiven, Scent of a Woman, or A

want to

stand a good chance just because of the
sheer number ofpeople both films continue
todrawtothetheaters. Howards End is
playing for its thirty-fifth week in Portland
(it was released in mid-June 1992, and sold
out every show for at least a month), and
was playing for several months in Seattle
before its Portland release. The Crying
Game was released with very little publicity, and has gradually been drawing attention over the past few months. Four of the
six times I have seen it the shows have been
sold out.
This is a marked contrast to almost every
other movie up for nomination. Even
Malcolm X, which was over-hyped for
nearly a year, took several weeks to make
back the film's production cost. I went to
see A Few Good Men the night it opened,
and there were ten, maybe twelve, other
peoplein the theater. Samestory with Scent

Few Good Men:
aicoim A, C1engarry

GlenRoss,Husbandsand
Wives, The Player, and
/
ha
Chaplin, to name a few.
Even the over-sappy A
rs any
RiverRunsThroughltis
more compelling than
Scentofa Woman. Louis
Malle's excellent film
Damage deserves much more than the Best
Supporting Actress nomination for Miranda
Richardson. I haven't seen Lorenzo's Oil,
butthe thirty-secondpreview that! saw was
more entertaining that the two-and-a-half
hours of Scent ofa Woman.
However, both The Crying Game and
Howards End are more entertaining, wellmade, and thought-provoking than all these
other films put together. Unfortunately, I
don't think that The Crying Game has a
chance, mainly because it has no big names,
butalsobecauseitisdaning, original,timely,
and meaningful. Howards End has a good
chance because of the Academy's history
ofrecognition ofperiod dramas (e.g. Chari-

h

plot,

ofa Woman.

Although the same old Hollywood-politics stuff is obviously still present in the
Oscar nominations, the fact that Howards
End and The Crying Game got nominated
for Best Picture is agood sign for the future.
Maybe Hollywood companies will take the
hint as well: Americans don't want to see
the same old plot/same oldactors any more.
I hope that Hollywoodtakes the Critical and
popular success of The Crying Game and
Howards End seriously. It is no accident
thatAmenicanaudiences are ignoringabigname courtroom film in favorofan English
film with relatively unknown actors (and
the hint of a big surprise).
Before disagreeing with me about what
deserves to be nominated and what deserves to win, see the movies I mentioned,
especially The Crying Ga, .ne. It is playing
in Tacoma right now. Howards End is still
playing in Seattle. See them both. Now.

ots ofFire, Amadeus, Dangerous Liaisons,
Out ofAfrica), and also because the big

names are Anthony Hopkins, Vanessa
Redgrave, Helena Bonham Carter, Emma
Thompson, and Merchant/Ivory.
Howards End and The Crying Game also

Catch
a
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on at Fuftt S ou od,
Mmcr ksion is
Attending Puget Sound's Summer Session is a great way to stay on track for
graduation by catching up on those missing units, especially in the core.
Suimner Session alsolets you catch your breath while you concentrate on only
one or two classes—for a change!
TERM 1 STARTS MAY 17
TERM 2 STARTS JUNE 28
Choose from classes in:

Art
Biology
Business
Chemistry

1

;-_
/

Communication

-

,

Comp. Sociology
Computer Science

.

Economics

•:

Education
English
Geology

.

Math
Philosophy

1,1 L

Physics

Physical Ed.
Politics & Gsw.
Psychology
Religion

S

S

\S

Summer Tuition

4

reduced 25%
1 unit ........................$1,305.00
2 1/2-3 units ............ $2,610.00

:

,I

By registering for two or more

,,

A

/~,;A jj

\

\

/

I

.. '

\

..

2 1/2-3 units ............$3,262.50

¶ academic units, you can take an

activity class FREE. Plan to sign
UP for Summer classes soon.

.

Registration opens on April 12.

Watch your mail for the Preliminary Schedule and for the Summer
Bulletin. Summer Session Office,
756-3207,Jories FlaIl 212,
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UPS celebrates Black History Month
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Superchunk hits Dinosaur Jr. on the mouth, demands"where you been
LJBy Kai Elgethun and
Pete Burness
Music Reviewers

Dinosaur Jr.: Where You Been (Sire)
Singer, guitarist and songwriterJ. Mascis
has just about the worst voice in rock 'n rolL
But it sounds good because of the intensity
and sincerity of his performances and his
amazing songwriting skills. The wailing
guitars and wavering lyrics combined with
acoustic guitars all sound like they're on
the edge of falling apart, but somehow he
keeps it all together. As a songwriter J.
Mascis is up there with Bob Mould (Sugar)
and Paul Westerberg (ex-Replacements)
and Where You Been showcases that talent
a bit more than previous more raucous
efforts Bug, Green Mind and the B-sides
compilation Whatever's Cool With Me.
The new album is a bit more reserved than
the other albums with many more sloweddown, some even mellow, tunes. The album retains a "live" sound however with

r
:4d

.
O
..
.

CONENCBENT. BAY
Bed & Breakfast
An elegant view home
in North Tacoma,

plenty of imperfections. There's not a
weak track on the album and any one could
wind up in heavy alternative radio rotation.
Watch for the brilliant first single, "Start
Choppin'" to be followed probably by
"What Else". Dinosaur Jr. sure isn't going

to match the mainstream acceptance and
success of bands like Pearl Jam, but hopefully they will finally get some of the recognition they deserve. If you already like
Dinosaur Jr. go buy it now! If you haven't
heard of them, buy it anyway.
RATING: Full Sail Ale

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
Si .000 in just a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 _ foryourself!
No cost. No obligallon.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 55

I

Close to campus
Hot Tub - Bay Views
Fireplace - Private Bath
Advance Reservations Required

752-8175
3312 N. UnionAve.
Tacoma, Wa, 98407

1606 N. Washington
One block from U.P.S. campus.
Beautiful three bedroom home for rent
Haniwood floors thmugtEut, fireplace,
completely fenced landscaped backyani,
deck and patio area. Attached single
car gai'age. Office area in basement
Perfect profe&so?s borne. NO PETS.
MonthlyRent$850.00.Call 752-3513.

Superchunk. On the Mouth. (Matador)
Picture a beautiful warm Sunday last
spring. I was stresseddespite the weatheran ominous Organic Chem. test loomed
only twelve hours away. So what did I do?
I gave in to peer pressure, blew off studying, and saw one of the coolest shows I've
ever seen—Superchunk. They played a 2
p.m. matinee concert at the O.K. Hotel in
Seattle, which addedtothenew experience.
It was great to see a show when I still had
energy, unlike most shows where the headline act comes on afler midnight and I'm
about ready to doze off. I am excited to
announce that their third album is now out
in stores. This disc was released with so
little PR fanfare that I just found out about
it this week. Being a big fan of this inteffigent group of four low key North Carolina
natives, I was pissed I hadn't heard about it
sooner. Laura, the bass player, is really
cool—she let me have the set list after their
show. They even hung out and sold their
own T-shirts.
Superchunk's music is mature punk music with enough sensibility to attract a diverse audience and to avoid being discounted as hormone-charged adolescent
rebellion fodder. Cridcslabeled their sound
as 'Chunky' and asked if the band obtained
its unique sound intentionally, only to find
out that it was due to the broken tubes in

CAMERA FOR SALE
Canon AE-1 camera body & 3
lenses. Camera strap and bag
included. In good condition.
$350 or best offer. 756-4066.
Help Wanted - Commission
OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE
INCOME
Full & Part-Tine Positions Available.
Call for Appointment 589-1611.
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring students. $300/5900 wkly. Simmer!
Full Time. Tour GUideS, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Hands, Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Etc. World
travel - Caribbean, Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No
ExperienceNecessaiy.Call 1-602-680-0323, x23.

their guitar amps. This embodies the whole
spirit of the band: straightforward honest
music, with no gimmicks or elaborate studio (over)production, but rather, driving,
well written songs. Mac's vocals are nasal
and forceful, even whiny, but never pompous. The guitars are tight, grinding out riffs
in unison most of the time. The drumming
is on the floor, always dead on rhythmically. Lauraplays bass with precision (I've
never seen a bassist concentrate more in
concert), and the brief solo bass lines that
happen during breaks in some songs are
always cool.
IwouldputSupeivhunk's 1991 albumNo
Pocky for Kitty on my list of all-time
favorite recordings. I obviously listened to

"Rat(nj %stem
*-Schmidt
**-Bud
***-Henry Weinhard's
****-FuII Sail A$e
*****-Pete's Wicked Ale

eageranticipation. Well,
Ilikeit. In fact, I like it much more than
their debut, but not auite as well as the
preceding disc. "For Tension" just rocks,
combining the speed, lyrical inteffigence,
and darktone that fans have come to expect
from the band. The sound as a whole this
time is less murky and moody this time. I,
unfortunately, cannotdescribe exactly why
this is (even with one year of music theory
at this school behind me). It just sounds
cleaner, more brilliant—maybe they just
fixed their amps. This brightening of the
round may make Superchunk more wellknown in the near future. As a whole, this
is great all-American indie rock and roll.
Dependable. Maybe folks will realize not
all great heavy- guitar rock has to come
from Seattle.
RATING: Full Sail Ale
OntheMowhwith
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A Dark Fantasy
Like No Other!

The celebrated author
of Sandman and

Death: The High
Cost of Living

"Sandman is the most
imaginative and transfixing book in mainstream comics today."
-Mikal Gilmore,

will be sigHing
near you!
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4:00-7:00

Lady Jayne 's
Comics & Books
5969 6th Ave.
Tacoma
564-6168
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Student's father dies in car explosmion
Our dear friend Dylan McCay has faced
the reality of fortune and unhappiness. On
Monday, February 8, 1993 Dylan's father
died when his car exploded in a parking lot.
It is believed that the explosion was caused
by a bomb placed under the car.
Dylan thought he had finally found his
happiness. Ever since a young age, Dylan
has been searching for a father who will
love and take care of him. When Dylan's
father was released from jail in late Januaiy, he thought he had finally found happiness.
Dylan and his father had dreams of investments with Dylan's ten million dollar
trust fund. This trust fund was given to
Dylan by his mother, Iris, when she collected her divorce money from his father.
Iris wanted no more connections with her
life in Los Angeles and took off for Hawaii
to "find herself." She left the ten million
dollars with Dylan in a trust fund which
was paid out to him monthly.
When Dylan's dad was released from jail
he convinced Dylan and Iris to open the
trust fund soDylancould doas hepleased
with the money. It was here that it seemed
that Dylan's father was hoping to get some
of this money.
Besides the money Dylan was happy
overall. He now was living on a yacht with

This was the car of Jack McCay, who was killed when it exploded upon ignition into a murderous payload of flame.
McCay is survived by his son, Dylan, who is a student at West Beverly Hills. The BHPD suspects foul play.

his fatherand father's girlfriend. The night
before Dylan's father died he had proposed
to his girlfriend and was on his way to
happiness. Dylan also happy with his new
girl and long time friend Kelly.
Then it happened on Monday morning
before Dylan had left for schooL No cars
were allowed to be parked in that parking
lot aftereight in the morning so Dylan went

His new foundhappiness burned before
his eyes. His father was killed a villain and
never got a chance to prove his true goodness.
Dylan found out after the funeral that his
AfterDylan hung up thephone with Kelly father was working for the government to
the car behind him lit up in flames. Dylan
get inside the crime of Los Angeles.
dropped to his knees as he realized that his
Now Dylan knows the truth and his father's
father was in the car when it blew up.
memory can truly rest in peace.

out in the rain to move the car. As Dylan
was getting into the car his father called out
to him to tell him that Kelly was on the
phone. Dylan insisted he call her back but
his dad refused and gave Dylan the phone.

Billion Dollar Boys Club present on campus

The biggest and
c1ple most powerful
group bn our cam-

pus ispresentagain.
It is known as th e
Billion Dollar
Boy's Club and
they are alwaysable
to keep their exist-

ence secret.

The

expressed her concern

that again they are in action. This Boy's
Club is a major corruption of the students
well-being on campus. Not only are they
dangerous but very powerful.

They are believed to be in action again
because of a recent break-in to the schools
secret computer files. It is obvious that it is
them because there was no forced entry.
With the Club's legacy key,a forceful entry
is not necessary.
This legacy key has been passed down
from rich boy to rich boy since the beginning of the school. The key is usually passed
down to the most wealthy senior for their
final year so they can cheat their way into
the ivy league.
It was this rich boy tradition that lead the
school to believe the latest member of the
Billion Dollar Boy's Club is Steve. He has

Drugs hit close to home
Drugs are no longer only a part of the
streets of Los Angeles. In fact, the use of
drugs has become even more widespread
by people ofwealth. This is true for several
Beverly Hills High School's students.
Senior Kelly Taylorexperienced the tragedyofdrugsonafumilyfirsthand. Man
only child in a single parent family, Taylor
saw little of her mother. Wealth made it
easy for the young parent to escape into the

jet-setting lifestyle that often accompanies
success. Her mother began using cocaine
recreationally, but the party ended when
Mrs. Taylor became addicted to the lethal
substance.
Forced to deal with her mother's addicLion, Taylor relied only on her beauty and
popularity to get by. After time, however,
Taylor could no longer handle this facade

been questioned and is now under probation for the rest of the year.
This punishment is not what was originally intended for the rich senior, the
principal's first solution was to expell him
from Beverly Hills High School.
It was the expulsion that brought Steve's
mother into the picture. After telling his
mother she stunned into the principal's office and insisted there was an alternative to
this punishment.

Our very own DJ, David starts a music career
After a tumultuous start in his career, rap
singerDavid Silver finally struckgoldas he
signed a contract with a reconi company

ofcourage, Mrs. Taylorwas able tokick the
habitand startherlileanew with her daugh-

last week.
Silver, a senior, made his firstrap debut at
the school dance last year where he thrilled
students from Beverly Hills High and a

Since then, Mrs. Taylor has remarried and
given birth to another daughter, but the
struggle to stay off drugs remains every
day.
"Recently I was with my daughter at a
health clubwhen I sawanold friend of mine
who just happened to be my old supplier.
After hearing some saddening news, I was
offered and tempted to do 'a few lines' of
cocaine. It was really hard toresist, but Idid
resist it," said Mrs. Taylor.
Luckily, Mrs. Taylor got help before it
was too late, but many people lose their
homes and families to drugs before realizing that there is a problem and getting help.

consequences most people would have to

just turn the other cheek too.

Student Prof ile:

andcourageously facedhermotherwith the
knowledge of this addiction.
After long Ireaunents and a large amount
tsr.

When money talks, the public education
system listens. Steve's mother was able to
convince the principal to only hold him on
probation with detention for the rest of the
year.
Once again, money shows the path to a
person's future. Once someone has money
they will always be rich. Rich in connections, friends and ways of getting out of

cross-town rival with aperfonnance featuring his own songs.
Steve, also a senior, took on the job of
representing the prodigy by setting up gigs
at various clubs and dances around the
Beverly Hills area.

"Everything was going great until Steve
managed to get me into what I thought
would be an awesome gig," said Silver.
"When he forgot to get me in early enough
to check thesound system, everything went
crazy and I sounded horrible."
Despite this mishap, Silver's talent and

motivation enabled him to pull off the contract.
"I sent the tape in to the recording cornpany knowing that they were looking for
the talent that I knew David had," said
Steve.
However, the team split up when the head
of the company told Silver that part of the
deal would include getting rid of his manager.
"The decision to fire Steve was really
hard especially because of all that he has
done for me, but this is my big break and I
have to take this chance," said Silver.
Recording has been delayed because of
Jack Mackay's funeral services, but another time will be scheduled in the near
future.
The Blaze wishes David Silver thebest of

luck and looks forward to hearing his new
releases.

IN

Hill
The show is II*ke a drug
once you start you just can't stop
LJBy Erika Konopka
& Anne Harris
News Assistant &Layout Editor

This is for all those loyal fans who stuck
with 90210 no matter how unbelievable the
stozylines got and even when it changed
airing days and times. You know who you
are, so cover your feelings no longer. Come
out of the closet and declare your infatuation with the show you love to hate just as
we have.

Anne Harris
My personal experience is probably much
like that of thousands of people who now
watch 90210 religiously.
Itallstartcdwithmyfriendstalkingatthe
lunch table about this new show they
watched, and after they explained the prograin to me I vowed! would not watch that
show as long as I lived.
One week when we didn't have class on
Monday all of my friends and I watched
90210. Rather than spend Ihisevening alone,
I decided that I could bear an hour of this

stupid show.
Mter an hour of grunting and groaning at
all the horrid traumas of these rich snobs , I
was relieved it was over. My friends were
thrilled at what had happened in that episode. I decided going home was better than
listening to them talk about it.
I expected the show would go off the air,
but weeks wentby and my friends were still
engulfed in the program. Magazine articles
and news reports couldn't talk about anything else but this group of teenagers from
Beverly Hills.
I watched it a second time to see what all
the hoopla was about. I came up with the
same conclusion I did the first time, but
turned off the TV saying, "It wasn't that
bad."
This is when the second stage of the
90210 addiction came. I was now a full
fledged closet fan of 90210. The only difference between me and my friends is that
I couldn't admit I enjoyed the show. I was
in the denial stage.
I no longer could live the lie of hating

90210.1 found myself defending the program when people said they hated it and
realized that, without my contml, I was
addicted.
I am not an annoying 90210 fan. I don't
think any of the characters are particularly
good looking so I don't have posters up of
them.! don'tbuy teen magazine and I don't
think their clothing is that cool, so I don't
chess like them.
Ijustcan't explain why! enjoy it. It is fun
to laugh at, but at the same time I take it
seriously. I'm an addict of the program, and
I sometimes find myself looking at my
watch hoping the show will soon be over

and sighing with relief when it finally is,but
I always find myself the next week excited
to turn on the TV at 8pm and see what
happens to these non-realistic characters
from Beverly Hills.

Erika Konopka
I do not own one bit of 90210 paraphernalia. I think Dylan,Brandon, Steve and David
are poor excuses for men and Brenda is the
most over-dramatic whore that I have ever
seen.
Despite these minor details, I love 90210.
I have watched it from the first episode and
even keep my schedule free during 8-9 pm
on Wednesday.

The'bogus" aspects of
IBy Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer

Let's be blunt. Beverly Hills 90210 sucks. It is the most
puke-inducing hourknown tomankind. Theacting is cheesy
and awful, the plotspredictable and boring, and the dialogue
is incredibly phony. 90210 embodies everything I detest in
the world.
If you happen to be one of the millions of pathetic
Americans who engage weekly in watching this garbage,
why don't you just take up drugs instead. 90210 rots your
brain cells just as quickly as any illegal substance. Plus, an
hour on drugs is a hell of a lot more fun than an hour of
watching soap-opera posturing by no-talent actors. Think
about it, ifyou watch 90210 every week you waste 52 hours
of your life. For 52 hours, your life is meaningless drivel.
Suppose that there are one million people who watch the
show every week for one year. That accumulates into 52
million wasted man hours. My God! Cities could have been
rebuilt and the homeless could have been fed in half that
time.
The lame excuse of "Oh, Ijust watch it to make fun of it."
is not a valid reason for watching the show either. What a
bunch of bullshit. If you don't like the show, don't watch it.
Pretty simple concept, and easy to follow. However, if
people do actually watch 90210 because they hate it, they

are even more pathetic than the people wh,b j
find it amusing. How pathetic a life does
so that they waste one hour every week wa

they can't stand. I'll repeat, ifyou don' t h,
it, and maybe the producers will take the c
air.
The other equally-poor excuse for WC
watching the program simply to look at a
hot babes and guys. Not only do these pe
90210's proliferation, but they also coni
stereotypes throughout society. Watching
both men and women as sex objects is

i
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the show you hate to love,,
or just plain hate
Love, ,'Iate,
retationsliips,

friends,

902110 at the movies

LIBy John Tocher
A&E editor

i know what you're all thinking: 'I know
the members ofmy favorite show, Beverly
Hills 90210, are all extraordinary actors,
but tell me more about their obscure yet
bountiful contributions to the silver screen..'
You're in luck, Aaron Spelling fans, because I'm here to do just that. Unfortunately, we could only find three that showed
a 90210 actor for more than two seconds:
Heathers (Shannen Doherty), Buffy the
Vampire Slayer (Luke Perry), and Terminal Bliss (also starring the Lukester.)
Heathers Without question, a film unlike any other. Christian Slater (at the peak
ofhisJack Nicholson impression) acting as
Wynona Ryder's id, coerces her into helping him systematically kill off members of
the popular crowd at her high school and
setting them up as suicides. Shannen plays
Heather #2 (or is it #3?), one of the three
girls who make up the clique of Heathers.
A very black comedy (My teenage angst
has a body count), and by far the best of
these three films. As the elitist, bulimic,
croquet-playing snot, Shannen is— how
shall we say— at home This still doesn't
mean you like her. If you haven't seen
Heathers, you haven't lived. Even though,
Shannen's in it.
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
Could have
been great. This movie looked like it had
accepted the fact that it had a dumb name,
a dumb setting, a dumb plot, and wanted it
that way. You have to go in thinking, 'All
-

fioyfrieiuls,
gir(frieiuIs,
parents, ctrugs,
music, the
beach, high
schoot, and
money is what
it's all afi out.

-

rieht I 'vejustrentedareally dumb movie.'
Unforwnately, it's inconsistent Bufl5 plays
like itwas directed by three diffezentpeople,
and only one of them got the joke. Buffy
(Kristy Swanson) is a Heather-like character who realizes how shadow her life is
when she begins her training as a vampire
slayer. Shebears the specialbirthmark, see,
and Donald Sutherland tells her how she's
next in a great line of necrocidal heriones.
Rutger Hauer is the charismatic head yampire, with Paul Reubens (yes, Pee-Wee
Heiman) doing an incredible job as his
right-hand, make that, left-hand man. The
best scene in the film is his death scene.
Luke Peny is thrown in to increase revenue, and that's about it. He's not funny,
'nuff said.
Terminal Bliss To paraphrase the old
Alka-Seltzer commercial: I can't believe I
watched the whole thing. This is the video
at Blockbuster with the picture of Luke
Perry on the cover with somebody quoted
as giving this film "three stars!" It should
be some indication that the even the most
brown-nosing, payoff-taking movie critic
they could find only gave this melodramatic Less ThanNothing rip-off three stars.
Luke plays a darned not-nice guy. I mean,
he'sjustplain icky. He calls women bitches,
he snorts coke, he does lots of other real bad
stuff. Then he dies. Save yourself the
money buy tapingapiece of paper to theTV
that reads "Just say 'no'" and stare at it for
100 minutes. It leaves you with about the
same effect.
-

Bitch or just misunderstood?
By John Tocher
A&E Editor

lmit, however, that I hated the whole
fe show the first time! watch ed
oevery
one talked about it the next
hool, I had no thing good to say, yet
strange force pulled me into the screen
y week thereafter.
tar awhile, I actually enjoyed the story
and found myself looking forward to
hing the series every week.
eel better knowing that I'm not alone in

~r

strange addiction. I would never go as
to s ay it's a quality show, but! cannot
arage the quality bonding time I've
at watching it with my friends and fam-

In fact, my mother and I would watch it
together almost every week during my semor year of high school, and a couple of
weeks ago, I spent twenty minutes on the
phone telling her the details of the weeks
that she missed. To my delight, my mother
left a detailed message for me pouring out
her surprise that "Dylan had chosen Kelly"
and how bitchy Brenda was acting about
the whole ordeal.
Beverly Hills 90210 will never be quality
acting or programming, but it provides a
deep bond within me for friends and family
that I will never forget.

ehideous 90210
'

purchasing pornos. At least when one rents a porno, they
are being honest about their sexism.

I some reason

have to lead
ig

In all fairness, I have decided to give the writers at 90210
a little help in scripting this season's final episode. A little
imagination is required for this episode since the cast is
fmally graduating (they got held back a year, quite under-

something

tO
3

up

t, don't watch

n show off the

contribute to
to push sexist
19to exploit

better"in

this?

n

standable considering their intellect) and their needs to be
a way to end the show without having any stupid spinoffs.
During the graduation ceremony at Beverly Hills High, a
band of Nazi skinhead punks barge in and bludgeon the
entire cast to death with baseball bats and large lead pipes.

the

ing 90210 is
Le supposedly

h

-

This would solve two problems: No one would have to
worry about what will happen to the show and characters
next year, seeing as how they all died the painful death they
deserved, and there would finally be an episode interesting
enough to watch. Sadly though, I have a feeling that the
script writers won't follow my advice as they will probably
write the season finale as another boring trite hour of
commercial television.
It sickens me to think of all the quality forms of art,
including theatre, cinema, and other television shows, that
get bypassed in favor of watered down commercial garbage. I can't speak for everyone, but I am almost ashamed
to live in a culture where the people are more familiar with
Luke Perry and Beverly Hills 90210 than they are with
Graham Chapman and Monty Python's Flying circus.

She's been called "Brandon's evil twin"
(Los Angeles Daily News), "Prima Donna
of the Year" (Glamour ), "pathetic loser"
(Sassy), and "a colossal pain in the ass"
(producer/director Walter Miller.) She has
proved to be the inspiration for the "I Hate
Brenda" anti-fan club with newsletters, Tshirts and bumper stickers, an album by
Rump called "Hating Brenda," and an "Oh
Shannen!" comic strip in Film Threat.
"The director, whatever his name is.
i've never met him in my entire life."
What could she have done to deserve

AI
Ti

"They hate the character, so they automatically hate me."
Well, there was the catfight for one.
Shannen and an unemployed actress got
into a fight at a dance club, resulting in the
arrest of both. Charges weredropped dueto

unclear circumstances.

"1 was raised to stand upfor myse'f, i f I
feell'm in the right."

Apparently, Shannen also threatened to
sue co-star Luke Perry for sexual harassment during a pinch-fight gone out of con-

trol.
"Yougetso sickofthe bullshit thatpeople
make up. Obviously at this point, I don't
care whaipeople think."

Then, there were the tabloid rumors. Apparently, Shannen threw a tantrum after
receiving only 8 bottles of Evian water
rather than the 10 she needed to wash her
hair with.
"Like I would ever wash my hair with
Evain water! I mean, I just jump in the
shower like every other human being. It's
stupid."

Then, supposedly, there was the time she
refused to cross the street, demanding that
her limo driverpick her up and drop her off
on the other side.
"It's people either needing money, so
they sell stories to the Enquirer . .orpeople

"I started to stand up to leave, and out of
nowhere, Bonita Money, who I've never
laideyes on. just hit me in my left cheek."

just making up bulishit."
And no one can deny that Shannen's

"1 will apologize ifl've done something
wrong. But if I have not done something
wrong, I will not apologize."

bit more arrogant in the past season.
"'I Hate Brenda.' That's not me, that's
my character. And! agree. I don't li/ce my
character. I don't think she's written
properly. .not quite as sappy or bitchy or

.

Shannen went to court when United Bank
demanded payment for over 70 bounced
checks worth more than $36,000.

She pulled a last-minute walk-off from
the 1992 Emmys.
"I dropped out Saturday morning at the
rehearsal. Also, Ifelt that considering Fox
wasdoingzheEmmys,ourwhale cast sho uld
have been there. The cast was not given
tickets."
She's a fervent chain-smoker. She is an
outspoken Young Republican, leading a
hand-on-heart Pledge of Allegiance at the
MTV-televised Republican National Con-

vention.
"Without getting too much into it, because I realize at this point it's probably
best to keep my politics to myself.
.

.

character Brenda Walsh has become a wee

.

.

whatever."

Rumor has it that fed-up executive producer Aaron Spelling is either going to
exile her to college next season or cancel
her contract completely.
"I'm not saying that anybody should like
me.

.

Perhaps none of us will ever really know
the real Shannen. Perhaps we'll never get

beyond the epidemic fmger-pointing. Iguess
we alljust need to make our own decisions.
"Everybody deserves a second chance in
this world. That's basically all I ask."
Rumors and quotes courtesy of LosAngeles Daily News and US Magazine.

AE
Predictions for future
episodes of 90210
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Buy your
surf board

C)By Anne Harris
Liyout editor

this

JJonna:

2rulrea:
Andrea will be going on to
Yale. Brandon suspects that
his friend is only getting a full
ride to Yale because of his
color. He will bring it up to
Andrea who blows it off as
jealousy. But she soon fmds
out his suspicion is correct At
the end of senior year we can
expect Andrea and Brandon to
start dating seriously.

/

Donnahas founda new love
thisseason on 90210. Because
David hasnt been working at
the radio station Donna has
taken over his morning show.
She enjoys it so much that she
decides she wants to major in
communications at college to
be a DJ for a career. An engagement might come near
graduation.

year

at
Gucci!
1500 Rodeo Drive

IDylan:
Brandon's addiction togambling already is visible in recent episodes. Expect this adliction to get worse. Brandon,
k)nce a good boy, will be faced
with debt and the bookies on
his tail. The father most likely
will bail him out of his fmancial troubles, provided that he
starts to attend "Gamblers
Anonymous."

Dylan will stay with Kelly
for the rest of the season, but
build a friendship with Brenda.
When Brenda falls in love with
someone else, he tries to come
back to her but it doesn't pan
out. After graduation, as we
all expected, Dylan and his
ten million dollars disappears
le
hi

c

J3 renda:
Brenda realizes that she has
wasted valuable time at school

fli
iti
th
of
hi
K
Ot

th

JJ avid:
David ends up with no record
al. When he loseshis record
al he hits the books once
ain, hoping to graduate with
e rest of the crew. He is just
)le to graduate early. We can
pëct the relationship be'een him and Donna gets
ien more serious.

Make the connection! >z1
Can you link each celebrity to the correct association? This week's connection: 90210 Character with
their respective Forgotten Past. Each answer worth
one point. 1 is par score.
90210 Character
Brandon
Brenda
Donna
Dylan
Kelly

Forgotten Past

Coke-snorting jerk
from "Terminal Bliss"
Debutante on "Tonight
Show"
Hired for being
producer 's daughter
Orphan on "Sister Kate"
Threw up in "Heathers"

ev
II

Beach Club

11
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Men s win streak ends in Ellensburg@ rematch ton'lght
coach Bob Niehl said. "It worked against
Western, but it didn't happen against Central."
The game against Western, according to
Yes, all good things must come to an end
Niehi,
was "an excellent college baskethall
but only temporarily.
game. Both teams were balanced, and were
The Puget Sound men's basketball team
able to exploit each other's weaknesses.
week
went 1-1
We were able to
1 matchups, defeating
I..1,l .Scc
Ilulu
Western Washington
and played good
87-8 1 last week at
basketball."
Memorial Fieldhouse
Our seam
Puget Sound, led
and falling
by senior wing
ally ranked Central
Charles Miller's 24
Washington 82-69 on
points and sophoin
Saturday
can
v
we
more post Mati
Ellensburg.
Droege's 18 points
The loss to the No.
and eight rebounds,
14 Wildcats ended a
,
came from behind
seven-game winning
tobeat the Vikings.
streakforPugetSound.
Freshman point
It was also the Logguard Whitney
gers' first district deDixon added 16
at on me roan,
points on 4-for-6
squashing hopes for a
shooting from the field and 8-for-10 from
district record of no road losses.
the free throw line.
The Loggers are now 17-9 overall and 8It was a different story against Central.
2 in district, tied with Central. By virtue of
The Loggers played great once again,
the head-to-head advantage held by CWU,
according to Niehi, winning the battle of
UPS falls to second place in district, for the
theboards47-35 tobecomethe firstteam to
time being.
outrebound Central in the last eight games.
"Our team goes into every game with
Butto winabaskethallgame, ateam must
confidence that we can win," Logger head
score points. ForPugetSound on
Saturday, the balijust would not
fall in the basket.
we did everything well—rebounding, defense, getting the
ballinside—buttheballwouldn't
go in the hole," said Niehl.
"There's not much you can do
about that"
In the second half, Central
stepped up its defensive pressure, and forced critical turnovers
and tough shots. The Loggers
shot just 36.1 percent from the
field in the game
"I was pleased with our effort,"
Niehi said of his team, "but Central played very tough and very
physically. We did the things we
wanted to do."
Droege led the Loggers in scorC
ing
and rebounds in Ellensburg
5.C
with 18 points and nine boards.
Miller chipped in 15 points and
snared eight rebounds, Dixon
added 11 points, and junior point
Miller, who holds a 15.9 points per game average, see BASKETBALL page 16

By Jon Wolfer

Staff Writer
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(Above) Against Western
Washington, Matt Droege
powers up for a rebound.
Droege leads the Loggers
with 196boardsanda 754
reboundper game average
this season.

m

(Right) Charles Miller
powers up for a shot at the
basket against WWU.

CCD

LL

scores two on a lay-in.

Fan"-tastic weekend in Utah produces fantast'ic f'ini'sh
1]Steven Snyder
Staff Writer

Last Sunday's National Basketball Association's AllStar Game capped off an exciting weekend with an even
more exciting fmish.
Afterbattling toa 119-1 19 tie at the end of regulation, the
Western All-Stars were able to seal the victory, 135-132,
after Phoenix Sun Charles Barkley hit a clutch 3-point
basket
The "Fan"-tastic All-Star weekend in Salt Lake City,
Utah, had many entertaining features for the fans to enjoy.
On Friday and Saturday, there was a media day, where
fans could talk to the All-Stars; a sports show, where fans
could buy whatever they could find on the game and their
favoriteteams; and many other activities for fans to become
involved in the All-Star atmosphere.
But, the game itselfproved to be a thriller.
The East started with Chicago Bulls legend Michael
Jordan, Lsiah Thomas (Detroit Pistons), Scottie Pippen
(Bulls),Larrylohnson (CharlotteHornets) and the Orlando
Magic's rookie sensation, Shaquille O'Neal.
The West had Portland Trailblazer Clyde Drexier, San
Antonio Spurs center David Robinson, Phoenix Suns star
Charles Barkley,and the hometown favorites, Karl Malone

and JobnStockton of the Utah Jazz.
The West jumped ahead of the East, in the first quarter,
14-6. But, such leads were all shortlived. After contested
action, the score was tied at I 19-1 19 after 48 minutes.
Pat Riley, the East head coach, went with two big men
early by substitutingNew Yoit'sPatEwing in for Johnson.
West coach, Paul Westphal, stayed with the starters until

the second quarter and then put five new guys on the court.
The first half was controlled by the West, who lead
through most of the game largely because of Stockten to
Malone.
But in the second half, particularly in the fourth quarter,
Mark Price of the Cleveland Cavaliers got hot for the East.
He canned five 3-point baskets and got the East close.
The West pretty much neutralized the Shaq, holding the
mokieto 14 points and seven rebounds. Shawn Kemp of the

Seattle SuperSonics and Houston Rockets center Hakeem
Olajuwon both registered blocks against the rookie.
Jordan had 25 points for the East, and pulled offhis usual
hereoics to the delight of the fans.
On the lastplay ofthe game, Golden State Warriors point
guard Tim Hardaway missed ashotwhich would'vewon it.
When the game went to overtime, Barkley was able to hit
a 3-point basket to seal the victory for the West.
Malone and Stockton were named co-Most Valuable
Players. It was asecond time MV? for Malone, who finished with 28 points and a team-high 10 rebounds.
Stockton had 15 assists and nine points. Almost half of
Stockton's assists were to Malone.
The game had no Magic Johnson or Larry Bird but it did
have some new faces, which including Johnson, O'Neal,
and Kemp.
Someplayers were notpleased with thegame. Both Kemp
and Johnson wanted more playing time. Johnson said
fiercely that hewould score 80 points againstthe New York
Knicks the next time the Hornets play them to get back at
the Knick's coach, PatRiley, for refusing to give him more
time on the floor at the All-Star game.
On Saturday, Miami Heat rookie Harold Miner won the
slam dunk competition and Price won the three point
competition.
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Br'cker, Running earn allmd1stri'd honors
CIBy Jon Wolfer

UPS will have to recruit players to replace
the three seniors, along with a point guard
and perhaps two forwards.
TheLoggershad theirbest win-loss record
in school history in 1992-93.
"I'm pleased with the year," Bricker said.

Staff Writer
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Alone in me parnt, sophomore Molly Avery
convert S two of her season's 264 points.
;;-
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The Puget Sound women's basketball
season came to an early end in Lewiston,
Idaho, on Saturday night, when the Loggers
lost to Lewis-Clark State College, 91-72, in
the first round of the NAIA District 1 play offs.
The Loggers finished the season with a
14-15 overall record, and 5-9 in district.
"They played very hard," said head coach
Beth Bricker of the Loggers' losing effort.
"I havenocomplaints with theteam'splay."
Bricker, the Loggers' fourth-year coach,
was honored this week as the NAJA District
1 Co-Coach of the Year, sharing the honors
with Lewis-Clark State's Mike Divilbiss.
Keely Running was named to the AllDistrict team for the second straight year.
The senior was named as this week's dis-
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squares upfor a long-range jwnp shot. The
tarted all 29 games this season.

S

"I think we did very well."
The Loggers return two starters next year
in sophomores Avery and Wendy Davis,
along withreservejuniorsJohanna Bay and
Kristina Klarich. The Loggers will field a
young team next season and promise to be
exciting once again.

LLJ

_

Keely Running, whojinished her senior season as the Loggers' all-time leading scorer
and second all-time rebounder,puts up a 6-footjumper against Central Washington.

.... ........... .........
............ .

Athle:::::::tes of the Week
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................... . ....... .
. ...... ..... .... .......... ...-.

LIBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

m
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Basketball sweeps!
Molly Avery and Mau Droege werenamed
Dande Trophy Company Athletes of the
Week for their performances on the hardwood this past week.
Avery, who has been a force on both
defense and offense this season for the
women's basketball team, went 14-for-20
from the field this week. She has 29 points.
She also had six assists, three steals and
five rebounds as the women's team wrapped
up its season with an opening-round loss to
Lewis-Clark State College in the District 1
playoff. Against LC State, Avery led the
teamwith 17 points.
Fortheseason,Averybaledthein
scoring three times and tied for the lead
once. She was second only to Keely Running in scoring, averaging 9.1 points per
game in starting all 29 of the Loggers'
contests. Avery was also third on the team
with 95 assists.
Droege went 10-for-25 from the field and
15-for-17 from the free-throw line in the
Loggers' last two games. He scored 36
points and grabbed 17 rebounds.
The sophomore leads the team with a 17.3
points per game in starting all 26 of the
Loggers' games. He also leads the team in
rebounding with a 7.54 rebound per game
average.
From the line, t)roege holds a 85 percent
average.Heis96ofll3 this season. He has
shot 52 percent from the field.

m
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Inclement weather cancels m
but women skunk Lutes in F'Ieldhouse

Snowedmout
Loggers long
for first game

CBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

Winter weather cancelled several of last
weekend's tennis matches for both the men
and the women.
But on Tuesday, in the comfortable confmes of the Memorial Fieldhouse Tennis
Pavilion, the Puget Sound women's team
shut out the cross-town rival Pacific
Lutheran Lutes, 9-0.
Snowfall cancelled matches for the men's
team at Pacific University and Portland
State University.
Boise State University was supposed to
play the women's team on Sunday, but they
called from an earlier match in Oregon to
cancel their trip to Tacoma so that they
could get an early start on their trip back to
Idaho.
Against Pacific Lutheran, the Loggers
lost only one set en route to making their
record 3-1 for the season.
Lisa Wong did not loseagame and won 60,6-0 against the Lutes' No. 1 seed. Other
individual winners include: Karyle Kramer
(6-3, 6-2), Heather Seeley (6-3, 6-2),
Meghan Volkman (6-4, 2-6, 6-4), Jolene
Jung (6-2,6-2) andNikkiPowers (6-4,6-1).
In doubles competition, Wong-Kramer
won 6-2,6-1; Seeley-Powers won 7-6, 6-4;
and Karen Phillips-Cynthia Kozu won 6-1,

By Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

Heather Seeley, afreshinan Seattle, returns a volleyfrom the baseline with a two-handed
backhand.

6-3.
The women are scheduled to hostLinfield
on Friday at 3p.m. The women will travel
to Lewis & Clark College on
Saturday for a 2 p.m. match.
The men's team will host
Eastern Washington at 8:30
a.m. on Saturday.
Unfortunately, the Boise
State team did not leave early
enough on their trip to Idaho
after cancelling their match in
Tacoma because their van

rolled off the road.
Coincidentally, thewreck, which reported
minor injuries, was very close to the spot
where the Puget Sound ski team rolled its
van as it journeyed to the regional competition in McCall, Idaho. No one in the
Loggers' van was injured.
Last year both the men's and women's
teams finished third in the NAJA District 1.
Themenfinishedwithal3-6overallrecord,
andal- 3 districtrecord. The women's team
finished 10-9 overall and 5-4 in the district.
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Junior Karyle Kramer lungesfor a backhand.

Though many are anxiously waiting the
opening ofbaseball seasonacross the country, sometimes Mother Naturejust doesn't
let the games begin when they are schedtiled.
The Puget Sound baseball team travelled
toPortland State University last Friday,but
their season-opening game was snowed
out.
But, the season will hopefully resume this
weekend when the Loggers make another
uip into Oregon. The trip will beabig test
for the Puget Sound pitching staff because
the team will play six games in three days.
The first doubleheader stop will be at
! Pacific University on Friday. Then they
. will travel to Lewis & Clark College on
Saturday and Western Oregon on Sunday.
The snow delay does not start the 1993
season in a great way. The Loggers, who
were scheduled to play their first seven
games on the road, are trying to improve on
the 8-28 overall and 1-14 NAIA District I

records they compiled last year.
The team that second-year coach Russ
Anderson will have to work with is also
young and inexperienced.
But, he does admit that the Loggers are
strong in enthusiasm and athletic ability.
The team is also blessed with above average team speed which will allow the Loggem toplay an aggressivehit-and-run style.
Anderson does believe that the pitching
staffcould be the strength that will surprise
people this season. The staff will be anchored by three tight-handed pitchers: seniorRobenWickstrom,juniorGaiy Brooks
and sophomore Brad Loveless.
The problem with the pitching, however,
willbedepth.Anearlytestwillbethisweek
during the three consecutive double-headera.
Matt Guyette, a sophomore, will likely
play shortstop and junior Jason Olson will
return to the outfield.
The rest of the baseball team is made up
mainly of unproven freshman and sophomores.

Kramer went to the National Championships as part of a
doubles team last year match.

• 1 forcible rape every 6 seconds
• 1 robbery every 55 seconds
• 1 aggravated assault every 33 seconds

PERSONAL ALARM PROTECTION
WILL DO WHAT NO CHEMICAL SPRAY CAN

DETER AN ASSAULT AND SUMMON AID
at the same time by sending out a 107dB alarm, by pulling the pin.
$33.00 dwck ør msy cJrdrfu
(* 10% of proceeds benefit
Push/Excel Program.)
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

COLLINS DIVERSIFIED IND.
K-22 Albacore Cir.
Silverdale, WA 98315
(206) 779-9815

Proving that the best product
isn't always the highest priced!
•Weekly tutoring sessions
•Reasonable price -- $495
•Eight years of experience
•36
hours of actual class time
(Youl1 never pay us to stand there with a atop watch)
- .2000 students later, Steven still teaches his classes

Next LSAT course begins
the week ofApril 10th.

V
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Next GRE course begins
the week ofFebruary 20th.

Call today for o free introductory seminar.
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Despite auto crash, Competition at BiwDistrict Championship swim meet
Puget Sound skiers
to precursor National Championships in San Antonio
tackle McCall slopes ]By Bruno Zalubil
weekendwillbeLjnfieldand Simon Fraser,
Ifanything, Myhre believes that the Clan
]By Bruno Zalubil

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

After a solid regular season, the Puget
Sound swim teams are to start the post
The Puget Sound ski team rolled its van season this weekend with the Bi-District
on its way to the Regional Championships Championships from Thursday to Saturday
in McCall, Idaho, but there were no injuries atTheEvergreen StateCollege in Olympia.
reported.
The meet will be the final one before the
The competition started on Tuesday with National Championships that will be held
the women's slalom. Single events were in San Antonio, Texas, from March 10 to
schedualed daily through Friday.
13.
Senior Stephanie Nelson fmished 16th
The Loggers have already qualified 13
for the Loggers in the slalom.
men and 18 women for the meet.
The events that are left are the women's
Amity Feaver, who set a personal best in
giant slalom and the men's slalom and giant the 400 individual medley last week, qualislalom.
fled for the national meet. However, she
The other women who made the trip are: may not make the travelling squad for the
senior Lisa Demmons and freshmen Kirsten season-finale in Texas.
Bums, Megan Wilson and Wynne Kennedy.
The women's final team for the National
The men who are representing Puget Championships will be determined by times
Sound are: senior Rob Thomas,junior Brett at the Bi-District meet this weekend.
Meyer, sophomore John Hildreth and freshSaturday's meet against Central Washmen Jake McTigue and Jad Simpson.
ington, however, was t& last meet for senior Jen Carvajal. She has swam for Puget
Sound for four years.
The main competition for the women this

Post-season hoop tickets

which is led by several strong individual
swimmers.
The Clan, which beat the Loggers earlier
this season in a British Columbia dual meet,
is expected to make a very strong showing
at the National Championships. But,
women's coach Chris Myhre believes that
Simon Fraser won't have enough depth to
challenge for the team title.

will help Puget Sound's quest for the team
title, because Simon Fraser's strong individuals will take valuablepoints away from
Druary College, which is the defending
women's national champion and the favorits to repeat and win this year's crown.
For the men, the Bi-Disirict Championships will also be a good testing ground for
the National Championships.

i-'uge: 3ound swimmers will compete in the Bi-District Championships
this weekend.

IBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

After a successful men's basketball season, the Loggers will start the post season in
the Memorial Fieldhouse.
Since the team is guaranteed to finish as
one of the top two teams in the district, the
Loggers will host a semifinal contest on
Maith 6 at 7 p.m. against a team to be
determined.
Unfortunately, student identification will
not pmvide free admittion.
Tickets are $6 for reserved and $5 for
general admission for faculty and staff.
Student general admission is only $2.
The tickets will be available in advance
on Friday, March 5 from 1 p.m. to 5p.m. at
the athletic office and in the Student Union
Building information booth.
BASKETBALL from page 13
guardTodd Doolittle handed out 1 1 assists.
Puget Sound and Central Washington have
clinched the district's top two playoffberths
and first-round byes. Tonight's game will
helpdetermine the district's firstplace team.
The Loggers must win tonight's game in
order to capture first place. If the Loggers
fall to Central tonight, Puget Sound will be
in second place.
If Puget Sound beats CWU tonight and
loses to St. Martin's College at home on
Saturday, the Loggers will take first place
only if Central loses to Western Washington on Saturday.
The easiest scenario is for Puget Sound to
defeatboth Central and St. Martin's. If they
do, they take first place.
According to Niehl, the Loggers must
learn from Saturday's loss and not be forced
out of their offensive by the very physical
Wildcats.
"We must get the ball down low for some
high-percentage shots, but we also must
convert on our three-point attempts if the
shots are there," he said. "It should be a
great game."
Tonight's game, billed the "Second Showdown," begins at 7 p.m. in Memorial
Fieldhouse. Saturday's tipoff against the
Saints of St. Martin's is also at 7 p.m.
The two games will close the regular
season for the Loggers.
Regardless of the results, Puget Sound
will begin its playoffs on Saturday, March
6, in front of its rabid home crowd. If the
Loggers get first place in the district, the
district finals wilibe on Wednesday, March
10, at the Fieldhouse.

k'
------

and

UNFORTUNALTEII THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

I
19

veryyear, a lot ofpeople make a
huge mistake on their taxes.They
don't take advantage oftax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortu,iately, that's a mistakeyou can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the 'extras" thatyour regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Becauseyour contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

moneyyou don't send to Washington
works even harder foryou. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
inyour quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range ofallocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write offthe chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit nowfivm tax defernL Call our SP.A botline 1 800-842-2733, mt. 8016.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape it M
CREFt/,w are Aftributed by TIAA-CREF I,?iid,a1a,d 1tu4rna1Site.. For ,,w,- compI.t
i,,cbdi,g
for a prorpcctu.r. Real fbcprocpecfa.r careful/v before you invE or send money.

q
'"

call I 800-842-2735, . 8016
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Don't let golden handcuff s stop you f rom hav'ing f un
LiBy Jenny Cook
Guest Columnist
Attention all
University of
Puget Sound seAn open forum
flIOTS, the countfor reflections
.
down is now offiby senior
I
cia!: two months
students
until May. And
you all know what
that means, the dreaded or maybe not so
dreaded "G" day. The official day of tnnsition into the "real world." The tests do not
end with college, andneitherdoes the stress.
The true test begins the first day you open
the newspaper, skip the comics for the first
time, and go directly to the classifieds. This
pncesscanpromptseveral questions: What
if! don'tqualify foranyjob? Will Ibe stuck
in one place for the rest of my life? Will my
job provide health insurance? Can I drop
out of society and become a hermit to
regain my sanity?
Fear not, dear seniors, for in an attempt to
quell your tension, and diffuse any ticking
bombs, I have consulted the true fountains
of knowledge, and tapped into their trade
secrets. I ambushed a random sampling of
UPS professors and asked them what advice they would give to graduating seniors.
Relax, the news is positive, but be prepared
to lower your expectations for your immediate future as a college graduate.
At twenty-something, you may feel like
time is running out. In the course of four or
five years you must go abroad, throw big
parties, intern somewhere, sow your wild
oats—quick! Before time runs out! College is almost over! Yes, college is almost
over, but time isn't. The experience is there
for the taking for people of any age. According to the ever so wise English professor Bev Conner, you have time to explore
different things—travel the world, take
strange new classes, take menial jobs and
,

he Last Word

write. The point is that the best years of
your life are not over, they have only begun: "College isn't the best years of your
life," said Conner. "There are many adventures to be had along the way if you are
open to them."
There are many adv,entures, many dusty
corners to explore. But, there is a down
side: practicality. It is important to have
goals, butas Communication professorPhul
Hall stated, "I wish I was more realistic
with my action plans." Like some graduating seniors, Hall's expectations were sky
high, "I thought when I graduated I'd have
my large house, projection T.V., and
Lanibourghini parked in the driveway. I
expected to be at the top of the corporate
ladder." He wanted to own Phil Hall's
Bistro, a gourmet restaurant—four stars in
the Restaurant Tour Guide of Seattle. "I'd
wear nice business suits and talk to the
customers every night," said Hall. Sound
familiar, seniors? Is this over-active ambition reflective of anyone you know?
Ambition is an honorable quality, but
unless you have the right connections or are
all-knowing in an area, prepare to work
harderforless—less money, less feedback.
"When I got out there, I realized I wasn't
going to be a millionaire," admitted Hall.
But take heart seniors, you will fmd happiness; Hall did—in teaching. "I never realized that I would be a teacher, I hated the
idea ofbeing in front of a class," said Hall.
"But I was asked to teach as apart-time job,
and I knew then that it was my calling." He
took a risk and found the perfect job, in the
place he least expected. Hall's words of
advice: have goals, but be realistic, especially when you're just Out of college.
The following bit of knowledge comes to
us via Astronomy professor Bernie Bates
who said, "beware of golden handcuffs."
Spoken like a true sage. Interpreted, it's
like this: don't get stuck in a job that is
financially rewarding, but not personally

satisfying. "Do what you want to do," said
Bates. "The real world pays real money,
and when you have it you spend it." Pretty
soon you realize that you're stuck in something thatyoudon'twanttobedoing. Sure
you may have said thatyou'd go to graduate
school in a few years. But now, you can't
afford it. The money from your fme paying
job is tied up elsewhere—you are trapped in
the golden handcuffs. Don't be afraid of
change. To change is to risk and grow from
the experience. Find ajob doing something
you enjoy, and the money will come later. If
you find yourself stuck in handcuffs, golden
or otherwise, remember that you hold the
key.
Last but not least comes some of the
wisest words of all—from none other than
the king of politics and government himself, "Wild Bill" Haltom. Bill was a wealth
ofinformation; I couldteil thathe'dputalot
of thought into his advice because he outlined it for me.
"Enjoy your last semester," said
Haltom. "Treat it like what it is because
once you graduate, you'll see yourpals, but
the periods in between get bigger and bigger." When you go out with your friends,
plan somethingoutoftheordinary; do something weird that you'll remember. "Go to
the zoo," said Haltom. "Visit all of the
antique stores on Vashon Island." It doesn't
have to be expensive,just memorable. You
don't want to be stuck, last semester senior
year, whining, "let's just see a movie."
"Don't get stampeded into sealing,"
advised Haltom. "Find some way to feed
yourself; get a job that will pay your bills."
Ifyou're trying to line up your dream job for
the end of May, the odds are against you;
you're setting yourself up for disappointment. "Aim for subsistence," said Haltom.
You can take your own sweet time getting
into your professional career. Get ajob that
will support you, and in your spare time

experiencedifferentthings. Maybe through
a variety of jobs and hobbies you will
realize your true interests.
"Ifyou compete with the people who
drove in here as freshmen in their
Meitedes," said Haltom, "you're setting
yourselfup to misperceive what can be the
greatest part ofyour life." Don't get caught
up in trying to compete with the people you
graduate with. Spend two or three years
finding out whatyou wantto do. But to find
Out what you want, Bill said, "you need to
have quiet in order to hear yourself." You
know what your professors-want, what your
parents want, but now it's time to shape
your own agenda. "Don't compete with
yourpeers forEarthly success, because you
will turn what could be a positive experience [life after graduation] into a negative
one." Haltom advises seniors to have fun,
go to free concerts, listen to lectures, visit
art galleries, and meet people who can
teach you about different things.
"You definitely cannot graduate and
move back home," said Haltom. See The
Graduate or The Father ofthe Bride if you
are thinking ofdoing so. Your parents may
still see you as their little boy or girl, even
if you are an adult capable of knowing
when to puton acoat when it's cold or when
to blow your nose when it runs. Getaway
from the homestead—it doesn't have to be
across the country, but far enough away to
justify simply calling.
So there you have it—some basic words
ofwisdom from seasonedgraduates to those
of you easing down that road to graduation—a road with no clear mad signs. My
advice to you, my fellow stressed-out soniors, is to write these rules down and refer
to them whenever you feel like liberating a
primal scream or driving down I-S at light
speed. Relax, you will survive what lies
beyond the secure walls of U.P.S. This is
only the beginning.

Karl Marx is not 'ust for commun'ists anymore
EJBy Katharine Dvorak
Copy Editor

Whatif throughoutour lives welivedandworked not only
for ourselves, but for ourselves and the guy sitting next to
us, and the guy sitting next to him, and the guy next to
him ... and they worked for our benefit, too?
Whatifwe lived in a classless society where there was no
such thing as a rich elite and no such thing as poverty?
What if the government was given almost complete
control of the economy?
What if capitalism succumbed to communism?
Would we be happy?
Maybe if it worked.
But the idea's not too bad, don't you think? Not having to
worry aboutbig business controlling the economy or wony
about prices fluctuating up and down, giving way to a
roller-coaster of prosperity and depression. Not having to
worry about labor exploitation or that the guy next to you is
getting a higher wage for the same work....
Then how come whenever the name Karl Marx is uttered
in reference to anything remotely associated with the
economy, most everyone outside the realm of econ consciousness groans, makes a face and immediately associates him with one word?
BAD.
Sony, folks, Marx is not bad and his ideas are notbad. In
fact, his theories are ingenious in offering an alternative
view of the workings of the economy, and they should not
be ignored.
Once in an economics course I reminded the class that
Marx's views are not worthless and they should not be
simply written off as wrong, defunct, or erased from existence because we've witnessed the demise of the Soviet
Union. In an economicsclass this assertion may not receive
unfounded resistance from open-minded, rational thinkers;
however, when I told a friend what I had said in class his
response was a sarcastic, "Great, I have a friend who's a
communist!"

Mmmm, a communist? Am I labeled a communist solely
because I respect Marx for his ingenuity in creating an
alternative economic scheme? Am I a communist for respecting different viewpoints and regarding someone's
thinking worthy of consideration and study?
Before I continue I will make it clear, not only to my
friend, but also to anyone else whose intellect forces him to
play word association games andimmediately equate Marx
with "bad," "wrong," or "insane," that I am not an advocate
of communism. Communism is a fairy-tale, a romance
novel of how society could be if it wasn't within man's
inherent nature to be greedy, selfish and so "me" oriented.
Communism, in its pure form could be paradise; however,
it is a Garden of Eden that is impossible to sustain.
Marx studied the human side of the economy, basing his
study on therelationship between production and the workers—the living, breathing, decision-making element—rather
than spending all of his time figuring out the cold, lifeless
business side. He foresaw a forever growing inequality
between the capitalists (the owners ofthe means of production) and the workers. Because of this inequality, Marx
proclaimed that the economy would eventually deteriorate.
And the workers, feeling alienated and restless, would
rebel, crushing the foundation of a working economy and
paving the way for communism to reign.
Thisprophecy fueled Marx's idea that, similarto man, the
economy is undergoing its own evolution. From savagery
to feudalism, feudalism to capitalism, capitalism to socialinn, and finally socialism to communism, the economy is
constantly experiencing technological change and evolution, motivated, ironically, by the inherent self-interested
nature of man.
Man's self-interest to alwaysbetterhis lot may, according
to Marxist theory, lead the economy to communism, but it
is also this selfishness that won't allow a pure communistic
society to survive.
Itwould be so nice if! cared for my neighbor and he cared
for me back. And it would be nice ifthe state honestly cared
for my welfare and made sure I was allocated everything I

was entitled to. But unfortunately man is greedy and forced
by society to only care about himself. It's called survival in
the real world, and the real world has no room fc't communism.
Marx believed that communism was the be-all, end-all of
any economic system. However, partly due to the negative
stereotypes glued to Marx and his theories, and partly due
to the friction ofthe ColdWar in the 1980s and the eventual
downfall of the Soviet Union (although the Soviet Union
didn't demonstrate true Marxist theory), his ideas do not
receive the respect they deserve, especially when analyzing
the economy today.
It is Marx's intense criticism ofcapitalism and his daring
to view the economy in an alternative light that makes him
such a controversial figure. His ideas provided radical

opposition against the ideological norm of society that
believed the government should keep its nose out of the
private sector. However, his theory plays a valid and vital
role in the study of economics. Just as one would look at
every side and evaluate every viewpoint before coming to
a conclusion, one must consider every possibility when
analyzing the economy. Marx provided an alternative
view, just as economists Adam Smith and John Maynard
Keynes did with the Invisible Hand and the idea of government intervention.
There exists a fallacy among general understanding that
the height of economic achievement has been reached by

the mixed economy that characterizes our system. There is
a belief that we cannot or will not progress any further,
particularly when capitalism is emerging as the world's
dominant system. However, we cannot, for the good of the
furthering and perfecting ofoursystem, forget that there are
other sides, and we should use the ideas and theories from
these alternative systems to help in analyzingand maintaining our own. And one can hardly begin to understand
economic development and practice without an appreciation of Marx's tremendous and important influence on

economic thought.
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Special Fun Space Sex Quiz:

circle the answer that best completes the statement
1. When I was finally told about the birds and the bees:
I laughed.
Iwas excited.
IwasgayandwaswaitingtohearaboutthebfrdsawJthebfrd.
I didn't want to hear about it because I thought God would be angry.
2. In sex ed
I intentionally asked embarrassing questions to see if I could get
Mary-Jane Blithemole to blush or become physically ill.
I'd already done it.

Iwasgayandhadalreadydoneit.
I was perplexed.
3. Chatting with a group of friends, the conversation turns to sex, so:
I join in enthusiastically.
I take over with talk that would make a marine uncomfortable.
I wonder what it would be like to be straight and not self conscious
about my sexual orientation when talking about sex with
Mends.
I start talking about Pat Boone.
If you answered "a," to these questions, you are relatively well adjusted. If you
answered "b," to these questions, are you free next saturday? If you answered "c," then
you are me. If you answered "ci," to these questions you shall be consigned by God to
an eternity of hellfire and suffering at the hands of Dr. Ruth Westheimer, I'm not
kidding.

-Jason Saffir

I Letters to the Editor________________
Affinnative action hurts the
economy
To the editor:
In both his televised economic address
and his State of the Union address, President Clinton alluded to the need to make
tough choices and to sacrifice. But is the
President willing to make the decisions
necessary to revive the economy? Rather
than raise taxes, a recent article by Peter
Brimelow andLeslie Spencer convincingly
argues that Clinton should abolish affirmative action programs and their bedfellows,
race- and gender-based hiring quotas
(Forbes, February 15, 1993, pp. 80-102).
Setting aside for the moment the theoretically inconsistent sociological justification
of affirmative action, and focusing on the
tangible effects ofaffirmative action on the
economy, Brimelow and S pencer conclude
that hiring quotas "may easily have already
depressed GNP by a staggering four percentage points—about as much as we spend
on the entirepublic school system." In their
analysis, Brimelow and Spencer account
for (1) direct costs of affirmative action
quotas—the amount spent by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission for
regulation and lawsuits and money spent by
employers in fines, damages, filling in
forms, advertising, and otherwise complying with EEOC demands—expenditures
that can soaras high as 20% ofa company's
total revenue; (2) indirect costs—the time
and overhead employers must divert from
pmductiveactivjtjes to deal with the EEOC,
do paperwork, endure sensitivity training,
and reorganize the workplace; and (3) opportunity costs imposed by bad hiring, lowering of morale, and misallocation of financial resources.
Although few employers will openly admit to using quotas, most secretly use them
to prevent costly lawsuits for discrimination. Because quotas are banned in both the
1964 and 1991 Civil Rights Acts, quotas
have gone underground. But as Brimelow
and Spencer observe, "...quotas, like vampires, have proved virtually impossible to
kill."
The academy, too, is afflicted by this
blight. John Attarian estimates that the
University of Michigan spends 2.5% of its
annual budget on compliance costs related
to affirmative action programs. The costs to
American institutions of higher education

are staggering indeed (about $4.1 billion).
But universities are evidently more than
willing to pay, even to go beyond what is
required. As Brimelow and Spencer suggent, "Quotas arejust another excuse for the
American academic establishment to eschew scholarship for social engineering."
As with many forms of regulation and
marketintervention, affirmativeaction quotas cripple the productivity of American
businesses and only serve to make lawyers
richer. Affirmative action quotas in particular also produce graft and sometimes
lead to the hiring of incompetent workers.
Indeed, standard of productivity come Under attack by EEOC regulators for being
mechanisms of unjust discrimination. UnivertityofIowaindustrialpsychologistFrk
Schmidt says, "Many of these people believe there really is no such thing as job
performance or productivity objectively
defined,thatit'sreailyjusta matterof one's
cultural definition or cultural orientation."
John Hunter of Michigan State University
"estimates that total U.S. output would be
about$ 150billion higher ifevery employer
in the country were free to use tests and
select on merit."
The benefits of affirmative action quotas
are ambiguous, at best, and at worst, mere
illusion. But the tremendous costs that quolas impose on the economy are clear and
real. IfClinton wants to revive the economy,
he should forego tax increases and instead
focus on reforming civil rights legislation
to eliminate the legal necessity for racialand gender-based hiring quotas.
Affirmative action programs cost us an
estimated four percent of GNP. Clinton
should put that four percent to work effectively, improving infrastructure, creating
new jobs, and investing in a healthier
economy.
Sincerely,
Ray Kahier
Jeff Holland
Hold the goddamn door!
To the Editor,
In view of endless sexual harassment allegations and inquisitions into tenure discrepancies, my editorial may appear a bit
trivial, however I have chosen to throw
caution to the wind up and bring up the
issue of manners. While I do not pretend to
be an expert in the matter and I do admit to

committingatrocities with greenjello in the
SUB, even I have noticed a faux pas which
would leave Miss Manners retching into
her Italian handbag.
The most blatant disregard of common
sense manner here on UPS campus occurs
in the situation ofpassing through the door
beforeorafteranotherperson. While we all
cross the threshold daily it appears none of
us have learned proper door etiquette. It is
common courtesy forany person ofany sex
to hold the door for the next person of any
sex to come through. It is kind and has
nothing to do with chauvinism. This also
saves the plant department from havin g to
come by and clean up the blood after the
door swings back and smacks an unlucky
travelerin theface. Especially, please try to
consider holding the door for people carrying large packages or suffering an injury. I
realize you may think—wait a minute I'm
in too much of a hurry to go sleuthing into
unanswered, yet vitally important mauers
of the private lives of University of Puget
Sound staffand students; I can't waste my
time holding the door for the girl wobbling
down the stairs in a body cast—please
reconsider your options in this matter.
I realize that this is not a issue to put
famine into perspective, or even one worthy ofspace near the unanswered questions
but please try to remember that this endangers the peaceof the warm learning environment we all consider home. Hold the
door for the next person to come through,
please, you may even getachance to accost
them and bring up a healthy conversation
about sexual harassment.
Thank You,
Kirsten Axelson
Parr: "old boy" in disguise?
President Susan Parr,
I am writing to address the events surrounding the resignation/termination of
ProfessorHarmon Zeigler undercharges of
sexual harassment. I feel compelled to cornmunicate in a public forum because you in
your position as head of the UPS administration have failed to sufficiently address
the issue of sexual harassment.
This is a crime of the most subtle and
insidious sort. Not only does your silence
belittle the basic human rights of your students, but it also removes the legitimacy of
your own power. Moreover, your lack of
public response sends a frightening mes-

sage to us the students: that we must relinquish our dignity, indeed our very humanity, in exchange for an education.
I must question your motives for this
silence Ms. Parr. As the saying goes, "silence is consent." Is this how you would
want the issue dealt with if the victim were
your daughter?
I can understand the difficulty you must
encounter in dealing with both the incident
involving Professor Zeigler as well as the
larger issue of sexual harassment in the
UPS community. Yourapparent method up
to now has been, "Minimize the problem
and let the able members of the Public
Relations Department put the proper spin
on it." Well it won't work this time Ms.
Parr. As Ms. VanAua stated in her letter
printed in The Trail last week, an institution
that fails to properly address the issue of
sexual harassment could potentially be liable for subsequent incidents that occur
under itsauspices. I may not understand the
nuanceswith which thissituation is wrought,
however, I cannot escape the shame I feel
regarding your de facto refusal to publicly
recognize this issue.
The most appalling twist to this situation
is you yourself Ms. Parr. As the head of a
small, private liberal arts university, you
are one othe few women who have ascended to a position of true power in the
bastion of male-dominated academia. The
travesty is that I had hoped that you would
stand up to publicly fight the injustices of
sexism that you, as a woman in a notoriously male field, must have encountered in
your climb to the position you are in now.
Obviously the "old boy" network is too
strong for you, or are you really an "old
boy" in disguise?
Michael G. Lindsay

00PS61
Professor Ostrom,
The entire Trail staff apologizes to
you personally for the errors in the
headline and by-line ofyour contribuLion to last week's Trail. The errors
were inexcusable and it was complete
oversight that let the flats travel to the
printers in that state. We are sorry that
yourexcellent article was undermined
by our mistakes.
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Look Outl Run! Miss Collegiality has a gunI
Or, how women at small institutions can get tenure without being institutionalized

By Beth Kalikoff
English Department

In August, new faculty members at the
University ofPugetSound are welcomed at
parties, receptions, dinners, even a retreat,
until name tags burn their chests like stigmata. This storm of greeting emphasizes
the small campus as acommunity, one both
welcoming and potentially coercive. This
essay explores two assumptions of small
campus cultures that are problematic for
feminists—the ethos ofcommunity and the
cultofcollegiality. Italsodiscusses the way
that these assumptions exacerbate small
campus sexual haassment.
The rhetoric of community—of "visibility," "accessibility," "availabiity"—recurs
in choric fashion during faculty evalualions. The student Viewbook promises a
'personalized learning environment': professors are " willing to be interactive...on a
social level. Students and teachers often
talk after class in the hail and late into the
evening, long afteroffice hours have passed"
(11). While institutionalizing teacher-studentfriendshipcan causeproblems for both,
the hidden values of small campus "cornmunity" also create problems among faculty members.
By my observation, the clubby ethos of
community endangers feminists by establishing personal relations as a category of
job performance independent of teaching,
researeh, and service. In my first year on
campus, one male colleague allegedly complained to another "Beth likes you more
than she likes me." Another tried to require
a weekly two-to-three hour meeting with a
new female colleague in his field, but not
with a recently hired male colleague. There
is a sexist concern that a faculty member
may not like her colleagues enough, may
not socialize enough, may indeed be "a
private person," coded phrases suggesting
dangers for the untenured. Small institutions sometimes risk eliding the distinction
between friendly colleagues and colleagues
who are hired to be friends.
Unfortunately, at some small universities
"friendship" may already be codified as an
aspect of job performance as it is at my own
in the Faculty Code. This Code lists four
criteria for tenure: "proven excellence in
teaching," "distinctevidence of professional

growth and service," need for the position,
and what is informally called the collegiality clause:"the existence of those personal
and professional characteristics that promise to make the faculty memberan effective
member ofthe university for the balance of
the faculty member's career." More informally, this clause has been labeledby some,
who would no doubtdeny it, as the "asshole
clause," the "whistle-blower clause," or the
"she won't sleep with
meclause"—theway to
fire someone who has
'Ie:
'
otherwise achieved excellence in teaching,
researeh, and service.
Such a clause may be
f
invoked rarely, but it
hasthepowertotrump
the other categories. It
'
is my opinion that in
'
some academic institutions, imperfectly suc(,;
''I
cessful collegiality
means thata9-2 vote in
urn,,
favorofawoman'stenurn is insufficient to
pro esso
earn tenure. Women

of retaliation at tenure time.
The intersection of sexual harassment and
community is also problematic because the
pressures students may feel when cornplaining of sexual harassment are exacerbated by the communal culture. It is not
unusual to hear complaints from students
that take the form: "I thought he was my
friend. I trusted him," after a professor has,
say, put his tongue down her throat. I heard
complaints of sexual
misconduct about three
senior colleagues. one
MI &
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complaint was deemed
legitimate, one was adI
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by their universities,
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-support and national
commendation, and whose previous reviews
have been uniformly excellent can thus be
denied tenure forpolitical reasons, for arousing the envy or thwarted affection of tentired colleagues, for having the wrong university friends, for making a mistake, for
"not fitting in" by reason ofsexual orientstion, color, religion, feminism, or for hearing studentcomplaints about sexual harassment and processing them appropriately.
There are two distinctive ways that the
issue of sexual harassment intersects with
the ethos of "community" in academia.
First., the policy that encourages professors and students to socialize and to form
personal relationships tends unwittingly to
encourage situations in which harassment
is more likely to occur. Secondly, the colleagues accused of sexual harassment may
feel personally betrayed by the (usually)
female professor who hears sexual harassment complaints and processes them legally. The collegiality clause, should one
exist, is then potentially available as a means
rerpiveg1 inctittitinnnI
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whenthestudentalleged

that I tried to persuade
her to make a sexual
harassment complaint
that she never intended
to
make.
Unmysteriously, I was
denied tenure a few
months later, thedenial
turned on the collegialclause. In a small
university community,
feministswhoareprop-

erly"involved" with stuI*
dents may be at greater
professional risk than
colleagues who have actually keen found guilty ofsexual misconductbecause thecollegiality clauseoffers a
convenient apparatus for legal retaliation.
Those of us at small liberal-arts institutions value the opportunity to contribute to
our universities through our teaching, research, and service. We want to enjoy our
contributions and to receive tenure and
promotion without compromising ourselves. How can we do this? I have four
suggestions that I hope will be constructive.
"Academic community" at small
schools is sometimes defined geographically. The expectation that the university is
best served by faculty members who live in
the same zip code may be strongest at
institutions in small-to-medium-sized
towns. Find out if there's an explicit or
implicit "flagpole rule" that requires faculty members to live close to the university.
Identify any potentially anti-feminist
"collegiality" clause in the Faculty Code's
criteria for tenure and promotion. If such a

.

'

category of evaluation exists, work with
others toeliminateit. To do this, discuss the
category with colleagues on and off campus—female and male, junior and senior,
faculty and administrative. Ignore "assurances" thatsuch aclause is notdesigned for
you or "people like you."
Find out the precise connection of
pretenure reviews to the tenure evaluation.
In what way, ifany, do earlier reviews bear
on the tenure review? Can criticisms that
first appear during a tenure review be used
todeny someone tenure? Does a "collegiality" complaint have the power to erase
institutionally approved performance in
reseaxth, teaching, and service?
Keep in touch with colleagues outside
your department and at other universities.
They offer necessary perspective and advice.
Watch forevidence that your goals and
those of your institution have diverged.
This evidence may include: avoiding the
purchase of certain books forthe classroom
because you fear departmental or institutional disapproval; hesitating to disagree
with colleagues; fearing to talk at meetings;
pricing lightweight tape recorders for oncampus useduring informal conversations;
throwing a tearful student out of your office
window to avoid hearing what she might
say. We want tenure and promotion, but
not at any price.
Beth Kalikoff, University ofPuget Sound
*This essay waspresented at the Modern
LanguageAssociationMeeting in New York
(December 27-30, 1992) as part of a
Women's Caucuspanel called "Answering
the Enemy: How Do We Get Tenure and
Promotion?"

Second-hand smoke danger exaggerated: don't force smokers underground
By Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer

Unless, like me, you happen to smoke,
you probably don'tbecome annoyed by all
the recent studies declaring second-hand
smoke a deadly carcinogen, nor do you
grow angry at all the proposed legislation
toban smoking in all public places, including restaurants, taverns, and bowling alleys (A non-smoking bowling alley?). In
fact, you probably enjoy them. Well, if you
are not one of the 18% of Americans who
smoke, I'm pretty certain my article will
leave a bad taste in your mouth, but here
goes.
Legislation to ban smoking in all public
places is both unfair and unjust. Last time
I checked America still worked under a
free market economic system. This means
that private businesspersons, for the most
part, can decide how they want their busi-

ness operations toproceed. Having a smoking section or not having one in their establishment should be their decision alone. No
legislative body has the right to tell them
what should be allowed in their privately
ownedestablishment. Yes,Iknow that nonsmokers will counter with something like
"We have the right to be free of secondhand smoke" and they are absolutely right.
But if you want to be free of second hand
smoke, don't frequent smoking establishments and you will neverhave to encounter
that awful, deadly carcinogen again.
However, if you still insist on ridding
smokers from every closed structure with a
roof, you can do this within the free-market
system. Just round up all of your nonsmoking pals and decide to not visit any
business that allows smoking. If the businesses realize thatthey would acquire more
money from non-smokers than smokers,

they will quickly change their smoking
policies. Ifyou proceedin this fashion to try
to ban smoking, you won't hear me cornplain. I do get upset, though, when people
try underhanded methods to take away the
rights of others.
Now, let's talk about that recent EPA
study that started the roll of anti-smoking
propaganda. I will acknowledge that seeond hand.smoke is adeadly carcinogen and
that it does cause 300,000 deaths a year.
These are indisputable facts, but this study
does leave me with one disturbing question: who exactly are the 300,000 people
who dieannually from second-hand smoke?
From the way the EPA makes it sound, one
would begin to think that if you walk into a
restaurant once a month and a smoker happens to be sitting three ttibles away from
you might as well start looking for a coffin
and burial plot. I hold high reservations that

non-smokers who occasionally frequent
smoking establishments die from secondhand smoke. I am inclined to believe that
the 300,000 annual deaths caused by seeond-hand smoke are people who lived a
good portion oftheir lives around cigarette
smoke, and not the frequent patrons of
smoking establishments.
I know that smoking is bad for my health
and I know sitting at smoke-filled tables at
Denny's is just as bad. But these are my
decisions, and I don't feel that the government has any right to take them away. Most
smokers Iknow are cordial enough never to
smoke in non-smoking sections and refrain
from smoking in the homes of non-smokers. Smokers have enough restrictions right
now; let's not force them underground cornpletely.

Besides,can anyone truly imagineabowling alley free of smoke?
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In with the NEWS...
Compiled & Assembled by Chris DeGraaf, ASUPS Director of Public Relations
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APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE ASUPS OFFICE, SUB 210

YOU CAN BE:
•ASUPS DIRECTOR OF
BUSINESS SERVICES
•ASUPS DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS
APPLICATION MATERIALS FOR DBS AND DPR POSITIONS
ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, MARCH 5
.EDITOR OF THE TRAIL
'EDITOR OF TAMANAWAS
'EDITOR OF CROSSCURRENTS
•MGR OF KUPS 90.I17M
•MGR OF PHOTO SERVICES
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS FOR MEDIA HEAD
POSITIONS ARE DUE BY THURSDAY, MARCH 11

SO ACT NOW.1 "

U..

address any questions to the ASUPS Office, x 3600
If you have any questions, problems, or concerns about anything at this University,
PLEASE contact ASUPS.
Your student government has the financial resources, the people, the time, and
the participation in University governance to ensure that your needs are addressed.
Please call x3600
and leave you name, question, problem, or concern, and your phone number;
or, stop anyone you know to be involved with ASUPS and ask them for their help.
Remember, all of us at ASUPS work for you!
(Paid Athertisenicni )
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Campus Music Network
The Spring Cellar Concert Series is
finally here, and the campus band
HEN will definitely be playing in the
Cellar tonight! The show begins at
10 pm, but you better arrive early to
guarantee yourself a good seat. The
Pizza Cellar is open for business as
usual throughout all of the performances this semester and, as always,
admission is FREE! Watch this space
for information on future shows, as
well as a release date for a soon to be
produced tape of U.P.S. bands!
Lectures
ASUPS Lectures, the University,
and Black Student Union proudly
present a lecture by Derek Bell:
"Faces at the Bottom of the Well:
The Permanence of Racism. " Bell,
the first black law professor at
Harvard , received national attention
when he left his teaching post in
protest until the school hired and
tenured a black woman. He presents
the subject ofracism through allegories, fables and a provocative analysis. 8 pm, Kilworth Chapel. Admission is FREE to U.P.S. students with
ASUPS ID, and $5.00 for the general public.
Special Events
"Starlight Express" is the theme for
this year's Spring Formal, being held
at the beautifully renovated Union
Station. The dance is on Friday,
February 26th, 8 p.m. to midnight.
The cost is $5.00 per ticket, which
includes: a chartered bus service,
catered refreshments, a live big-band
and a DJ, a photgraphic service, and
lots of guaranteed fun. Tickets are
on sale at the Info Center NOW!
Campus Films

DEE141 0111 ,
91

Showtimes:
Fri. 7:00 & 9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30

Admission:
$1.00 with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o.

